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ENGLISH ABSTRACT
Traffic surveillance is considered as one of the indispensable
aspects of smart city concept. Currently, in such kind of applications,
rotating camera is preferred when comparing with the static camera.
Rotating camera is preferred for the reason that, it minimizes the
outlay during the transmission of information and possessions. In case
of Video Surveillance (VS) systems with most favorable wireless
smart city area network, some of the key areas such as transmission
efficiency, lossless video data coding, data congestion, edge
computing at transmission nodes can be considered. Thus, highquality video streams are attained in spite of the transmission of the
compressed information. Thus, the detection of moving objects and
efficient streaming of video information has emerged as an important
research topic. This research work utilizes several techniques for the
effective detection of moving objects and streaming of video
information using various motion estimation approaches. In this
research work,quick detection of moving object along with accuracy
and effective streaming of video information can be achieved with
four proposed works. The first contribution includes a video
surveillance system based on the statistical background subtraction
model for identifying the moving objects in the case for a rotating
camera. Here, the background model is evaluated in both spatial and
temporal domain with respect to the distribution of each pixel in the
background. The second contribution includes the analysis concerning
the improved identification of objects with respect to the prediction of
region in online video surveillance system using improved object
identification based on Full Search Block Matching Algorithm (FSBMA) approach. This approach leads to the prediction of foreground
moving elements from the video sequences which are captured by a
rotating sensor. The third contribution includes the consequence of
using energy interpolated template coding for the identification of
objects in case of compressing the video in traffic surveillance
applications. Here, interpolation is done for the successive frames
with respect to the time period instead of two successive frames. Due
to decreased cost of computation, this approach becomes a good
candidate for real time application. The fourth contribution includes a
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diffusion of information through the wireless media and leads to the
progressive streaming of video information for the traffic surveillance.
Here, during the streaming of video, high quality of the data is
maintained in spite of the compressed transmission of information.
The experimental results show that our developed methods
outperforms the existing approaches, when analyzed in terms of video
quality and data throughput.
Lastly, conclusion of complete research work along with
direction for future work is provided.

Keywords: Video Surveillance, Background Modelling, Adaptive
Mixture of Gaussian, Least Mean Estimator, Motion Estimation,
Rotating Camera, FS-BMA, Video Streaming, Error Resilience, Rate
of Allocation, Video compression, Template coding, Energy
Interpolation.
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DANSK SUMMARY
Trafikovervågning betragtes som et af de uundværlige aspekter af
smart city-koncept. I øjeblikket foretrækkes roterende kamera i
sådanne applikationer, når man sammenligner med det statiske
kamera. Roterende kamera er foretrukket af den grund, at det
minimerer udlægget under overførsel af oplysninger og besiddelser. I
tilfælde af videoovervågning (VS) -systemer med det mest gunstige
trådløse smart city area-netværk kan nogle af de centrale områder som
transmissionseffektivitet, tabsfri video data kodning, data
overbelastning, kant computing ved overførsel knudepunkter
overvejes. Således opnås højkvalitets videostrømme på trods af
transmissionen af den komprimerede information. Påvisning af
bevægelige objekter og effektiv streaming af videoinformation er
således fremkommet som et vigtigt forskningsemne. Dette
forskningsarbejde udnytter flere teknikker til effektiv påvisning af
bevægelige genstande og streaming af videoinformation ved hjælp af
forskellige bevægelsesestimeringsmetoder. I dette forskningsarbejde
kan hurtig påvisning af bevægende objekt sammen med nøjagtighed
og effektiv streaming af videoinformation opnås med fire foreslåede
værker. Det første bidrag omfatter et videoovervågningssystem
baseret på den statistiske baggrundsundertraktionsmodel til
identifikation af de bevægelige objekter i tilfælde af et roterende
kamera. Her evalueres baggrundsmodellen både i rumligt og temporalt
domæne med hensyn til fordelingen af hver pixel i baggrunden. Det
andet bidrag omfatter analysen vedrørende forbedret identifikation af
objekter i forhold til forudsigelsen af regionen i online
videoovervågningssystem ved hjælp af forbedret objektidentifikation
baseret på FS-BMA-tilgang (Full Search Block Matching Algorithm).
Denne fremgangsmåde fører til forudsigelse af forgrunds bevægende
elementer fra videosekvenserne, som er fanget af en roterende sensor.
Det tredje bidrag indbefatter konsekvensen af at bruge
energiinterpoleret template-kodning til identifikation af objekter i
tilfælde af komprimering af videoen i trafikovervågningsprogrammer.
Her foretages interpolering for de efterfølgende rammer med hensyn
til tidsperioden i stedet for to på hinanden følgende rammer. På grund
af lavere omkostninger ved beregning bliver denne tilgang en god
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kandidat til real-time ansøgning. Det fjerde bidrag omfatter en
diffusion af information via det trådløse medie og fører til den
progressive streaming af videoinformation til trafikovervågningen.
Her under streaming af video opretholdes højkvaliteten af data på
trods af komprimeret transmission af information. De eksperimentelle
resultater viser, at vores udviklede metoder overgår de eksisterende
tilgange, når de analyseres med hensyn til videokvalitet og
datatransmission.
Endelig gives der konklusioner om komplette forskningsarbejde
sammen med retningen for det fremtidige arbejde.

Nøgleord: Videoovervågning, Baggrundsmodellering, Adaptiv
blanding af Gauss, Mindste estimat, Motion estimering, Roterende
kamera, FS-BMA, Video streaming, Fejlfasthed, Tildelingshastighed,
Video kompression, Template kodning, Energi interpolation.
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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION

Surveillance refers to the close supervision or observation
preserved over a group of people or a person. Visual Surveillance
(VS) offers individuals, the chance to visualize the things happening
in remote place; in addition, it facilitates observation of numerous
remote places simultaneously [1]. VS systems have turned out to be an
essential part of urban security supervision in recent years [2].
Monitoring of surveillance video demands continuous visual attention,
where the brain cherry picks the constituents that would be
investigated. The significant reduction in the cost of video sensors has
promoted abundant use of VS systems[3]. Of let with the advent of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) based systems, it is possible to detect
suspicious objects, criminals, celebrities without any human
intervention. This significantly helps in reducing human involvement
in averting untoward incidents.
The VS system comprises of CCTV systems [5], using
network of cameras. Witnessing the evolution of VS system over the
time, we can categorise in three generations [6]. (1) The initial
generation based on analogue CCTV technology. But this has some
issues in data dissemination due to channel bandwidth and noise. (2)
The next generation is based on digital video technology and
networks, where problems with bandwidth restriction and channel
noise are diminished. Thanks to the digital technology, the penetration
of VS system have increased manifold e.g. railways, banks,
supermarkets, airports and homes. (3) Third generation brings in new
paradigms of VS technology. For example, with the advancement of
network technology like MAN, mMTC it is possible to build an
intricate city network with thousands of camera in a mesh and all
centrally managed from the office location. Further with the help of AI
based technologies, new features and functionalities like object or
scene recognition, face recognition, vision-based motion control and
alarming vision based mapping are realised [7].
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The principal characteristic of any VS system is to compress
massive quantities of recorded video efficiently and to enable the
consequent operation. So the challenge is to manage the storage of
data over the period of time. Hence any endeavour to compress the
data to reduce the BW requirement and the storage requirement would
be welcome[2]. Therefore, it is essential to find out new avenues in
compression domain, like object detection and motion detection. This
will also cut down the transmission overheads, thereby making
suitable for real time applications[8].
Many of the implemented schemes related to VS depends on
the investigation of visual features obtained from the temporal and/or
spatial domain, and are generally dependent on the texture
information, edge, or colour. Based on this hypothesis, the different
tasks like moving object segmentation, action recognition, visual
tracking, and OD, etc. can be actuated [9]. Many of the VS,
particularly in susceptible locations such as banks and airports, are
recorded in real time. Some more use cases are relevant, for example
visual security in public transportation, monitoring vehicular traffic ,
large gathering or events [10].
It is also observed that the computational load of the systems
based on some technologies can be a significant issue [11]. It is quite
challenging to be deployed for real time supervision of a large-scale
surveillance system. In order to overcome this difficulty, some
research has focussed on computing video analytics in the compressed
domain. The VS systems offer centralized monitoring, where
bandwidth remains a primary concern. A good compression
technology plays a pivotal role in optimizing bandwidth, where real
time monitoring data is conveyed over a standard network protocol
like TCP or UDP. [6].
Accordingly, in compressed video, motion data is embedded in
the MV’s, and are exploited in the motion compensation, and motion
estimation process. Most of the accessible techniques for video object
segmentation in the compressed area have been carried out in the
MPEG domain. In addition, certain schemes utilize a mixture of MV’s
and DCT coefficients, whereas others exclusively utilize the data
embedded in the MV’s. Although a lot of compression standards and
2
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VS systems exists, it is difficult to identify a committed system for
archival of VS, which are beneficial for post investigation of
occurrences and for comprehending the behaviors[3].
A lot of VS systems have been implemented for diverse
scenarios. A distinctive VS system comprises of numerous modules
for visual data processing. For illustration, single camera VS system
involves foremost stages such as motion detection, BG modeling,
event recognition/detection, and object tracking. All the modules form
active research areas themselves [10].
VS have numerous security applications, including:










Remote gate control
Vandalism prevention
Theft prevention
Traffic control
Perimeter protection
Number plate recognition
People counting
Face recognition
Boundary alarm

1.2 OBJECT DETECTION USING VIDEO COMPRESSION (VC)

In previous days, time lapse (TL) techniques have been
deployed for video archiving in VS systems. It includes a larger space
for storage, as the entire image is accumulated by FBC. As a novel
method for finding a solution to this problem, OD-based coding
algorithms have been implemented. On evaluating FBC with OBC,
OBC can prefer to code significant FG objects like individuals with
superior quality than the erstwhile segments of the scene [4].
Accordingly, in the second scheme [2], a technique related to the OBC
approach is exploited for segmenting the objects. This scheme
includes two procedures; MV analysis part and BG subtraction part.
MV analysis is exploited to obtain moving objects for eliminating the
false positive error owing to illumination variations, swaying leaves or
branches, etc. In both techniques, FG objects are subjected to
compression by means of an encoding scheme that is dependent on
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DCT coding. BG subtraction is a characteristic scheme to detect FG
objects by evaluating every new frame with an improved model of the
scene BG in image sequence that is taken from a camera. Generally,
motion compensation is necessary when deploying BG subtraction to
a non-stationary BG. Actually, it is complicated to comprehend it to
adequate pixel exactness[10].
Motion detection has attained significant consideration from
the researchers. In numerous computer vision applications robust and
real-time FG segmentation is a key issue [12]. The applications
include OD [7], automated VS, vehicle-borne VS, and traffic
surveillance network wherein cost effective sensors, such as rotating
camera are employed for detecting small object. Motivation to bring
rotating camera, which can cover the scene from 0 to 360 degrees, is
number of stationary camera’s are replaced by single camera. This
also reduces the cost of ownership. In such circumstances, BG
subtraction cannot be employed directly. Motion compensation is
necessary to recompense for the motion owing to the moving sensor.
Subsequently, the BG is indexed perfectly and based on pixel level,
FG can be detected. The fundamental postulations are that the motion
representations have to be adequately precise and the constraints of the
motion representation are precisely approximated. In addition, the
sensing lenses are distortion-free. Actually, these postulations are
complicated to realize [5]. In addition, these consume more time and
inappropriate for applications in real time. Along with the estimation
of the motion representation, the BG and the current image could not
warp and record perfectly. This problem is moreover observed when
exploiting the temporal difference approach.
The exploitation of BG modeling for detecting the moving
object is found to be common in numerous applications. In the scene
like VS, the BG model can be established by obtaining a BG image
that doesn't comprise the stationary object, and such situations are
hardly ever feasible. In certain circumstances, the BG is not accessible
and/or there is a variation in illumination settings. Moreover, the
object is removed or initiated from the scene. A lot of BG modeling
techniques has been introduced, by taking into consideration the issues
given above to formulate them more adaptive and robust. Even though
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the majority of these techniques exploit only a fixed camera, they offer
a good initiating point for a rotating camera.
High Definition (HD) results in generating huge volume of
videos which further require processing and analyzing. Two problems
occur from these upcoming developments: (1) the accessible wireless
network BW is not sufficient to transmit data to control stations; (2)
Increased load is on researchers for data processing. A resolution to
the initial issue is to carry out VCE prior to transmission, and as a
result, it meets the necessity of actual channel BW in the environment
of WSN. An additional resolution to the subsequent issue is to
computerize the video recognition objects to facilitate improved and
appropriate situational awareness and hence minimizes the workload
of video-user. Nevertheless, precise situational awareness is
practically unfeasible with the assurance of OD, which is not the
present scope. Therefore, there were researches for evolving the
present H.264 standards to make certain about the object recognition
[2], however, it is not mature. The selections of coding constraints are
usually engineered in the field of video quality evaluation. However
traditional exploration in video quality evaluation is based on the
utilization of subjective scores, which may make them inappropriate
for video object recognition.
1.3 MOVING OBJECT DETECTION

In several wireless surveillance systems, camera sensors shares
their video annotations to a central control station via wireless
communication. Due to limited energy, BW and low computing power
at the embedded camera, raw videos attained by cameras are generally
pre-processed, encoded, and compressed before being distributed to
the control station. An authoritative data centre at base station or
central server can entirely exploit its excellent computing ability to
carry out data fusion on videos from several cameras, generating a
much improved comprehending of the VS than what is accessible
from individual cameras. A characteristic automatic VS system
comprises of five phases: OD, object classification, human
identification, object tracking and understanding, and description of
behaviors[5]. OD is the initial and important stage of the whole
system, as identifying the object offers a focus of consideration for
5
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further operations, such as behavior analysis. Nevertheless, the
unavoidable disruption of video quality occurring by compression
considerably impacts the OD. For representing this, VS systems have
to be modeled to enhance the computation of OD. Certain schemes
exploited for detecting the moving objects are portrayed in the below
sections.
1.3.1 TEMPORAL DIFFERENCING (TD)

It is a technique deployed for detecting the moving objects.In
TD, areas that are moving are detected by considering the variations of
pixel valuess in a video sequence of successive frames. The moving
object is identified by obtaining the differentiation of image frames
t  1 and t . TD is the foremost used technique for moving OD in case
where there is a movement of the camera. Differing from static camera
segmentation, in which the BG is constant; it will not be suitable to
construct a BG model earlier for rotating camera due to unstable
background. Hence in certain methods, the movement of the camera is
approximated initially. This method is highly adaptive to dynamic
changes in the scene as most recent frames are involved in the
computation of the moving regions. Anyhow, it usually does not
succeed in detecting entire significant pixels of certain kinds of
moving objects. In addition, it erroneously detects the regions of
trailing as moving object, if there remain any objects that are moving
rapidly in the frames [5].
1.3.2 STATISTICAL APPROACHES (SA)

SA is exploited to prevail over the limitations of fundamental
BG subtraction techniques. The BG subtraction mostly stimulates
these statistical technique approaches for maintaining the data of the
pixels which belong to the BG image. FG pixels are recognized by
evaluating the statistics of all pixels with that of the BG model. This
scheme is turning out to be more common owing to its consistency in
scenes that include shadows, illumination variations and noise [11]. In
addition, the statistical techniques that have been implemented portray
an adaptive BG representation for tracking purpose. Accordingly, all
pixels are individually modeled by a mixture of Gaussians that are
updated by the received image data. With the intention of detecting if
6
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a pixel belongs to a BG or FG process, the Gaussian distribution of the
mixture approach for the corresponding pixel is estimated.
1.3.3 OPTICAL FLOW (OF)

OF methods deploy the flow vectors of moving objects with
respect to time to detect the moving regions in an image. In this
scheme, the direction and velocity of each pixel should be calculated.
It is an effectual method, however; the utilization of time is
comparatively more.
BG motion approach stabilize the image of the BG plane that
can be evaluated by means of optic flow. In addition, independent
motion can be detected by this scheme as either in the form of flow in
the direction of image gradient or by the residual flow that is not
expected by the background plane motion. Accordingly, the technique
can detect the MV in sequences from a BG and camera that were
moving[12], nevertheless, the majority of the OF techniques are found
to be complex and could not be deployed in real-time scenario, unless
supported by particular hardware.
1.4 VIDEO TRANSMISSION

Video transmission remains as a significant media for
entertainment and VS communications. [13]. The introduction of
computers brought a revolution in the communication and
compression of video [14]. Video Compression (VC) turns out to be a
significant area of research, and it has facilitated several applications
together with video broadcast. The popularity and development of the
internet in mid1990’s stimulated video transmission over best effort
packed network (BEPN) [15]. Video transmission over BEPN is found
to be complex by a several features together with time-varying and
unknown BW, losses and delay, in addition to numerous other
problems such as the fairly allocation of the network resources
between several flows and the way to carry out one-to-many
communication for renowned content efficiently [16][17].
There exists numerous varied video transmission and
streaming applications that have extremely diverse operating
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characteristics or conditions. For instance, applications on video
communication may be for multicast or broadcast communication or
for point-to-point communication (For example, video conferencing
or interactive videophone) [18][19]. Moreover the video channels
may be dynamic or static and it may support a variable or constant bit
rate transmission, and may sustain certain QoS measures or may offer
only the best effort support (BES) [20]. The particular features of
applications on video communication manipulate the model of the
system powerfully [21][22].
1.5 EFFICIENT STREAMING OF VIDEOS DATA

Video streaming over WSN is persuasive for numerous
significances, and several developing systems employ this technique
[23]. For example, video streaming of entertainment clips and news. is
extensively obtainable nowadays. For VS applications, cameras can be
reasonably and flexibley set up, if connectionis offered by WSN [24].
A WLAN could connect a variety of audiovisual entertainment
equipmentin at residence. While video streaming requires a steady
flow of information and delivery of packets within a limit of latency,
wireless radio networks find more difficulties to render high QoS and
relability. It gets more challenging due to the conflict from other
various nodes [25], in addition to intermittent interference from
exterior radio sources like cordless phones or microwave ovens. For
mobile nodes, shadowing and MPF may further raise the inconsistency
in transmission error rate and link capacities. For such systems to
convey the best end-to-end performance, reliable transport, wireless
resource allocation, and VC have to be measured jointly, thus moving
from the conventional layered system design to a cross-layered model
[26].
The mixture of the rigid QoS requirement, unreliability of
wireless links and the transmission of video over WSN are very
demanding problem to address. For continuous video playback, the
user has to decode and present a novel video frame at regular intervals
(usually for every 33 msec) [27]. At the time when playback at the
client side has begun, this entails rigid timing restraints on the VF
transmission. If a VF is not entirely conveyed in time, the user may
lose a portion or the total frame [28].
8
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Normally, a small possibility of frame loss (play back
starvation) is necessary for excellent apparent video quality.
Moreover, the VF sizes (in byte) are extremely changeable and they
are usually error prone at a high rate [29][30]. They establish a
noteworthy number of bit errors that could deliver undecodable
packet. The rigid timing parameters, on the other hand, permit only for
restricted retransmissions. In addition, the wireless link errors are
characteristically bursty and time-varying[31]. An error burst that
might persevere for hundreds of msec could make the transmission
temporarily impractical to the users, who are affected. These entire
characteristics and needs make real-time streaming of video over
WSN a very attractive domain of research [32].
Generally, there exist two approaches to deliver video over a
packet switched network together with packet-oriented WSN’s, (1)
streaming, or (2) file download. By downloading the file, the whole
video is downloaded to the terminal of the user before the
commencement of playback. The video file is assessed with a
consistent traditional transport protocol, like TCP [33]. The
significance of file download is that it is comparatively easier and
makes sure of an improved video quality [34]. This is owing to the
WSN losses that are treated by the TCP protocol and the play–out
could not instigate till the completion of video file download devoid of
errors. The disadvantage of download is the increased response time,
usually represented as service data (SD). The SD is the instance from
when the client asks for the video till the commencement of playback.
Particularly for small BW wireless links and huge video files, the SD
can be extremely high [35].
In case of video streaming, playback starts prior to the whole
file get downloaded to the terminal of user. In video streaming,
normally only a small part of the video that ranges from a certain VF’s
to many frames (ranging from hundreds of msec to numerous sec or
minutes) are downloaded prior to the commencement of streaming.
The enduring section of the video is delivered to the client when the
video playback is in progression [36]. A major trade-offs in video
streaming is among the SD and the video quality, i.e., the lesser the
amount of the video which is downloaded prior to the commencement
of streaming, the more the uninterrupted video play back depends on
9
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the appropriate delivery of the remaining video over the unreliable
WSN. The WSN further deteoriates the video quality because of low
bit rate VF’s and in certain cases, VF’s are left out completely.
The limitation of video streaming relies on maintaining the
quality deprivation to a level which is tolerable or noticeable while
consuming the WSN resources powerfully (i.e., supporting as many
synchronized streams as possible). Moreover, video streaming and file
download with certain SD are appropriate only for pre-recorded video.
1.6 MAJOR CHALLENGES

Object detection can be employed vitally in computing the
position of the object in consecutive frames in a video sequence [5].
Here, detecting the objects in a proper way can be considered to be a
challenging task due to the variations in size, shape, location, and
orientation of the objects. In object detection, several challenges have
to be considered while operating a video detector; they are as follows,








Illumination causes an impact on the emergence of BG and leads
to false positive detections.
It is very challenging to evaluate the BG when sensory camera is
moving or rotating.
During the evaluation of BG frame, the process mainly gets
affected due to object occlusion..
Difficulty in segmentation process due to the presence of BG
clutter. Thus, it is impossible to represent a BG and divides the
moving FG objects.
Shadows transmitted from FG objects leads to the difficulties in
processing with respect to BG subtraction. Hence, the
overlapping shadows delays their partition and classification.
BG subtraction techniques for VS have to deal with the signal
that gets corrupted by various noises such as sensor noise and
compression artifacts.
In detecting the moving object, speed of the object plays a major
role. Hence, if the movement of object is very slow, the uniform
region conserved by the portion of the objects cannot be detected
optimally.
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1.7 OBJECTIVES

This work aims at the OD, video transmission and video streaming
in the VS system. The objectives of the work can be explained here,






To design detection technique for the detection of moving
object and the BG frames in the VS system, which employs
rotating camera as a sensor.
To propose an approach for the enhancement of error free
coding in VS system.
To intend a technique based on VC to attain a high-quality
video stream in spite of compressing the data during
transmission.
To establish an efficient coding technique to create an accurate
template to attain enhancement in compression process.
To develop an appropriate model to predict about the exact
template and thereby reducing the processing time and
overheads.

1.8 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE THESIS

The contributions of this research work to perform OD, video
transmission and video streaming in the VS system are enlisted as
follows,
The first contribution of this work is the development of a statistical
BG approach for the detection of moving object with respect to the
motion compensation of the rotating camera. This technique can
efficiently deal with both the outdoor and the cluttered scenes with
high detection rate.
The second contribution of this work is the design of a coding
approach in the VS for the elimination of noise that occurs during the
detection process. Here, this technique can be found to me more
accurate in the field of VS and thus high estimation probability can be
attained. This permits its deployment in real time applications.
The third contribution of this work is the developement of a video
streaming technique to control the flow of captured video data over
11
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the multi-hop network. In this technique, the video quality and the
error resilience can be improved with respect to the high throughput.
Due to this, said approach may be suitable for edge computing in
smart city infrastructure.
The fourth contribution of this work is the design of an energy
incorporated coding approach for the compression of video data for
the traffic surveillance. This technique can be validated over the traffic
surveillance data with high coding accuracy and less processing time.
1.9 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS

The organization of the research work explaining about the OD, video
transmission and video streaming in the VS system is provided in this
section.
Chapter 1 of the work provides the introduction to VS, OD using VC,
moving OD, video transmission and video streaming in the VS
system.
Chapter 2 explains the various literary works contributed towards the
OD, video transmission and video streaming in the VS system.
Chapter 3 provides a brief explanation towards the basic moving OD
techniques in the VS system. The experimental outcomes and the
analysis of the proposed model are also explained here.
Chapter 4 explains the study and system modeling of FS-BMA for the
detection of an object in the VS system with the improved rate. The
experimental outcomes and the analysis of the proposed model are
also explained here.
Chapter 5 explains the design and development of an OD approach in
the VS system with respect to the template coding. The analysis
includes both the algorithmic and the comparative analysis.
Chapter 6 provides a brief explanation towards the transmission of
video data through the wireless channel in the VS system. The
experimental outcomes and the analysis of the proposed model are
also explained here.
12
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Chapter 7 concludes the research work with the summary, research
contributions, and the future work towards the detection of objects,
transmission of video and streaming of video data in the VS system.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 INTRODUCTION

VS system can be manual, semi-automatic, or completelyautomatic. Normally, the human operator is made accountable for
scrutinizing the manual VS system. The complete mission is to
examine the ocular information imminent from various dissimilar
cameras (like static, rotating). It can be considered as a monotonous
job. These systems can be problematic for outside and outdoor places
as it is difficult to manage when there is massive proliferation of
cameras [39]. A good example is VS in smart cities. Both the human
operator and the AI assisted computer vision systems can manage the
semi-automatic traffic surveillance system. Type of operation can be
classified as, face recognition, motion detection and tracking,
abnormality detection of patterns and classification and identification
of the object [40, 41]. In computer vision, object tracking can be
regarded as the most challenging task. The main intention of tracking
in computer vision is to detect the object to be tracked and establish a
model in a sequential frame series. Normally, every visual
surveillance process commences with the identification of moving
objects in the video streams [42].
2.2 CATEGORIZATION AND DESCRIPTION OF
CONTEMPORARY RESEARCH

In this chapter, various approaches had been discussed for the
traffic surveillance system.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Similarity measurement approaches
Video streaming approaches
Optimization based approaches
Learning-based approaches
Coding approaches
Motion estimation approaches
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2.2.1 SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT APPROACHES

In 2017, Kourtis et al. [39] have proposed an improved video
eminence measurement method intended for the next generation (5G)
mobile configurations, targeting small cell deployment. This approach
mainly depends on an improved handling of the SSIM, as a minimized
reference metric and was made suitable for virtual network function
(VNF). It mainly facilitates the in-service monitoring of the video
quality delivered to the end user. A significant benefit that can be
drawn from this is that the video eminence measurement was done at
the edge of the network rather than user equipment itself, thereby
saving considerable power consumption of device.
In 1997, Lu and Liou [40] have proposed an improved block
search approach aiming to minimize computational overheads
evaluating the movements. The TSS model was implemented for the
evaluation of movement in case of the matched chunks. The system
extensively employed in real time video applications. From the
experimental analysis, it was noticed that, this approach attains better
performance in terms of its efficiency and processing speed than
standard approaches.
In 2009, Wang et al. [41] have offered a new similarity
measurement approach depending on the neighborhood samples and
label allocations. A graph dependent partly-supervised learning
approach was implemented, which has been referred in several fields.
On the other hand, the evaluation of the pair-wise similarity approach
was not examined adequately because of its various critical
characteristics. Usually, evaluation was done in terms of the
resemblance between the two samples depending on the Euclidean
distance between them. Here, the resemblance regarding these two
samples was not associated to their Euclidean distance, but it was
associated with the allocation of neighboring samples and labels. It
was evident that this conventional distance based resemblance
measurement approach may lead to the errors that were generated
during the classification approach even for the simple sample sets.
Generally, this type of resemblance based on the neighborhood
between the two samples includes three features such as their distance,
the dissimilarities in the allocation of the neighboring samples and the
16
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dissimilarities in the allocation of the neighboring labels. From the
experimental outcomes, it was clear that this approach attains better
similarity index when compared with the other traditional resemblance
measurement approaches.
In 2014, Zhao et al. [42] have proposed an enhanced SSIMbased error-resilient RDO approach for improving the performance of
transmitting the video series in the wireless channel. Initially, based on
the SSE dependent RDO approach, based on Lagrange optimization
method was combined along with the SSIM dependent RDO video
coding in the error free surroundings. Moreover, the deformation in
the SSIM dependent decoding of the end customer was evaluated at
the encoder and it was incorporated in the RDO in order to include the
deformation that were persuaded with the transmission in the encoding
scheme. Furthermore, lagrange multiplier was obtained hypothetically
for the optimization of the encoding scheme with respect to the
assortment of the error flexible RDO approach. From the experimental
outcomes it was clear that this approach attains excellent quality in
case of transmitting the video series and better BER when compared
with the other standard approaches.
In 2016, Sankisa et al. [43] have introduced two approaches
for the analysis of the QoS of the video based on SSIM. This SSIM
approach mainly utilizes both IDE and CDSSIM. In IDE approach,
three sections of the frames were restructured iteratively, which was
deployed for the integrations of three dissimilar losses in the packets.
Moreover, the resultant deformations were also incorporated based on
the probability in order to attain a complete expected deformation. In
CDSSIM approach, a collective estimation scheme for the complete
deformation was evaluated by adding the inter-frame possibilities.
Moreover, this approach also includes NR based regression structure
in order to identify the CSSIM template to get evade of the
computational involvedness and was deployed for various real time
applications. Here, both these two methods were estimated with
respect to the distribution of the resources and packet prioritization.
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2.2.2 VIDEO STREAMING APPROACHES

In 2018, Zhou et al. [44] have implemented description coding
approach based on the transferred 3-dimensional set partitioning in
hierarchical trees (SPIHT) scheme. This approach was established to
produce variable autonomous descriptions in case of sub-streams
depending on the condtion of the network. Moreover, an enhanced
error avoidance safeguard scheme to significant components of bit
stream has been offered. Furthermore, an efficient segmentation
approach was established depending on the event of various dissimilar
types of loss rate in the packet to improve the image resolution. From
the simulation outcome, it was apparent that this scheme achieves
better performance in terms of PSNR and ocular eminence when
compared with the other predictable schemes.
In 2016, Wang et al. [45] have implemented an assessment
approach depending on the eminence estimation and rate deformation
in 3D videos. In this approach, first, the subjective eminence
measurement testing on two databases that comprises of several
asymmetric compressed stereoscopic 3D videos was transmitted with
disproportionate transform quantization coding, their groupings, and
numerous selections of post-processing approaches. Here, both the
disproportionate stereoscopic video coding approaches and the
proportionate coding approaches were compared together, and thus, it
was validated with their probable enhancement in the coding gain.
This approach permits for the calculation of coding attainment
quantitatively depending on the variations of disproportionate video
compression. From the experimental outcomes, it was obvious that
this approach attains enhanced insight when compared with the other
approaches.
In 2010, Xu et al. [46] have established a video eminence
configuration with a supplementary amendment element to link the
gap that occurs between the HVS and computed objective scores by
machines.. At first, the video was depicted by various representing
video series with huge entropy values. Next, several eminence
expressions comprising of luminance, dissimilarity, configuration and
spatiotemporal consistency were implemented in order to assess the
eminence of the deformed video. For differentiating the
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spatiotemporal consistency, an improved descriptor known as rotation
sensitive three dimensional consistency prototypes was formulated.
Finally, the outcomes in the correction element stimulated by
dissimilarity effects were enhanced. From the experimental outcomes,
it was apparent that this approach attains better efficiency when
compared with the other traditional approaches.
In 2012, Kim and Hwang [47] had implemented an enhanced
approach for partitioning and extracting the moving substances in the
video series. These moving objects in the video series were
partitioned, and then, the VOPs were extracted. In case of the multiple
VOPs in a scene, depending on the associated component analysis and
efficiency related to the dislocation of VOPs in the consecutive frames
was also examined. This approach mainly instigates with a vigorous
dual edge map attained from the dissimilarity connecting two
succeeding frames. The edge points present in the preceding frame
was eliminated, and thus, the residual edge map and moving edge
were deployed to extract the VOPs. From the experimental results, it
was apparent that this approach achieves better outcomes than the
other classical approaches.
In 2005, Lei and Georganas [48] had established an enhanced
approach by investigating the constraints of buffer as well as the endto-end impediment and thus, it explains about the situation that was to
be followed by the buffer dependent transcoder, for example
underflowing or overflowing of buffer. Moreover, the resource
descriptions and variations in the scene of the pre-determined video
series were also examined. Depending on the constrictions in the
channel and the descriptions of the resource video series, an adaptive
bit rate adaptation model was implemented in order to perform the
operations of transcoding and thus, the pre-encoded video series was
transmitted over the wireless channel. Here, by controlling the bits in
the frames depending on the circumstances of the channels and buffer
possession, the preliminary activated impediment of pre-encoded
video series was minimized drastically.
In 2015, Xiang et al. [49] have introduced two substitute error
resilient approaches for the transmission of multi-views in videos
depending on the Wyner-Ziv coding approach. A light load based
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encoder with error resilient approach normally has no interactions
connecting the cameras at the encoder, whereas the sequential
redundancies can be investigated to produce the side information at
the decoder. In this condition, it was not only vigorous to losses in the
channels but also has autonomous encoders with small encoding
involvedness. Moreover, an error-concealed based restructured frame
was deployed at the receiver with respect to the side information in the
WZ decoder. Thus, this approach mainly upholds the original multiple
viewing sequences of bits in which, it was unchanged by basically
totaling up WZ bits for the fortification. From the experimental
outcomes, it was apparent that this approach attains better
performance in terms of flexibility when compared with the other
standard approaches.
In 2004, Mezaris et al. [50] have established a partitioning
approach in the video entities. This approach mainly includes three
phases such as, a preliminary partitioning approach which was done in
the initial frame based on the information regarding the colour, motion
and position using K-means approach, a sequential tracking approach
using Bayes classifier with respect to the rule dependent dispensation
approach was deployed for the relocation of transformed pixels to the
existing areas by handling the resources based on the original areas,
and a route dependent area reconciling practices which mainly utilizes
the elongated phrase depending on the route concerning the areas, so
as they were collected in accordance with the entities with dissimilar
movements. From the experimental outcomes, it was obvious that this
approach attains enhanced partitioning rate when compared with the
other traditional approaches.
In 2014, Perkasa and Widyantoro [51] had developed a
network for examining the traffic. Generally, traffic jam creates
several severe predicaments, and thus it generates grief and severs to
be the basis for the inadequacy of fuel utilization. Here, fraction of the
elucidation to this predicament was considered to be as a network that
can frequently detect the traffic obstruction intensity in a division of
road. It mainly presupposes a stationary camera which was attached in
the high location and thus facilitates it to observe the course of traffic
in a division of road. The video series was examined by evaluating the
density and speediness of the traffic depending on the movement of
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the vehicles. The arrangement of density and speediness of the traffic
was deployed for the classification of the density level that occurs
during traffic; moreover, it includes free flow, deliberated movement
or overcrowding type. From the evaluation approach, it was obvious
that this approach attains better accurateness and overcrowding
detection rate than the other approaches.
In 2008, Lee and Chung [52] have introduced a novel approach
depending on the cross-layer for the transmission of video series over
the wireless networks. This type of intention mainly includes an
adaptation approach depending on the rate in two layers such as
physical layer and data link layer as well as the adaptation approach
depending on the quality in the application layer. The adaptation
approach depending on the rate was deployed to regulate the
transmission rate of the information regarding the calculated received
signal strength indicator at the transmitter side and thus, notify about
the limitations within the rate to quality based adaptation approaches.
Here, the adaptation approach mainly makes use of the limitations
within the rate to control the quality of transmission of video series.
From the experimental outcome, sit was apparent that this approach
achieves better utilization quality rate when compared with the other
standard approaches.
In 2014, Shao et al. [53] have introduced a new CBVR scheme
for searching various human activities depending on the
spatiotemporal localizations with the video series. This approach
mainly includes several temporal localization parameters depending
on the histogram related to the segments in time domain, and
similarly, spatial localization depends on the histograms within a 2-D
spatial network. Moreover, this CBVR approach mainly depends on
the abovementioned localization, which was trailed by the consequent
ranking approach and thus leads to the creation of elevated
discriminative network, while taking less computation time than the
other traditional approaches. From the experimental outcomes, it was
clear that this approach attains improved localization rate when
compared with the other basic CBVR approaches.
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In 2004, Erdem et al. [54] have implemented various
evaluative approaches to estimate the quantitaive performance of the
partioning video substances as well as the tracking approaches without
ground truth dependent partitioning maps. This approach mainly
depends on the spatial dissimilarities of colour and movement along
the periphery of the estimated VOPs as well as the dissimilarities that
occur in the colour histogram of the existing entity plane and earlier
one. They were exploited to confine the areas in both time and spatial
domain depending on the quality of partitioning outcomes. Here, they
were integrated together to capitulate a solitary based statistical
determination to point out the righteousness of the periphery
partitioning and tracking outcomes over a series. The influence of the
projected routine was determined without ground truth map and has
been established by several canonical correspondence based
investigations with an additional series of ground truth (where
information is available) on a video series. From the experimental
outcomes, it was obvious that this approach achieves better
partitioning rate when compared with the other standard approaches.
In 2010, Chen et al. [55] has implemented an analytical spatial
harmonizing approach in case of inter-prediction depending on
template matching. In addition to these environmental based
restructured pixels, it leads to the creation of the templates depending
on the analysis of the pattern identification based movement
investigation which normally uses the various pixels. Moreover, a
mode selection approach was established in order to investigate about
the adaptively selected Pitch mapping approach at MB level. From the
experimental outcome, it was clear that this approach attains better
performance in terms of low BER when compared with the other
traditional approaches.
In 2005, Laptev [56] had established a conception of spatial
interest points into the spatiotemporal domain, and it demonstrates
about the consequential characteristics which were often replicated by
appealing events that was deployed for a compact illustration of video
information as well as for the analysis of spatiotemporal incidents.In
order to identify the spatiotemporal incidents, a suggestion was made
for the construction of Harris and Forstner interest point operators, and
thus, the confined configurations in the spatiotemporal domain were
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also identified, where, the values of each image have momentous
confined changes in the spatiotemporal domain. Here, the
spatiotemporal coverage of the identified incidents was evaluated with
respect to the exploitation of the regularized spatiotemporal Laplacian
operator depending on their extents. In case of denoting the identified
incidents, confined, spatiotemporal, scale-invariant approaches were
also estimated, and thus classification was done for each incident with
respect to its descriptor. From the experimental analysis, it was clear
that this approach attains better performance in case of identifying
several features in the scenes with enhanced rate when compared with
the other approaches.
In 1997, Davis and Bobick [57] had implemented a novel view
dependent technique which was used to denote and identify several
actions within the image series. The source of this representation was
regarded to be as a temporal metric, wherein a motionless vector
image was considered to be as function of the motion features at the
consequent spatial position in an image series.Normally, two modules
were deployed to represent the power with respect to the metrics.
Here, the first value denotes the binary value in which, it describes
about the occurrence of the movement and similarly, the second value
was considered to be as the task denoting the frequency of the
movements in the image series. Finally, an identification approach
was suggested in order to map both the spatial and temporal
characteristics depending on the movements in an image. From the
experimental outcomes, it was obvious that this approach achieves
better partitioning and classification rate when compared with the
other conventional approaches.
In 2003, Chalidabhongse et al. [58] have formulated an
estimation approach known as perturbation detection rate which was
deployed for the measurement of performance with respect to the
background subtraction approaches. This approach has several
benefits when compared with the investigation of ROC. Particularly,
this type of approach does not need any kind of foreground
distribution. This approach was generally deployed to measure the
sensitivity of a BGS approach for the identification of the small
disparity objects aligned with the various background conditions.
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2.2.3 OPTIMIZATION BASED APPROACHES

In 2008, Maddalena and Pestrosino [59] had suggested an
approach depending on the self association in the course of ANN,
which has been extensively exploited in human image processing
configurations and more usually in cognitive disciplines. This
technique has been able to deal with various prospects comprising of
several movable backgrounds, steady enlightenment dissimilarities,
and concealment. Moreover, it mainly does not involve any
bootstrapping boundaries but, it exploits the background scheme
concerning the transmitted shadows by stirring objects, and attains
enhanced identification for several dissimilar varieties of videos which
were captured using motionless cameras. From the experimental
outcomes, it was obvious that this approach achieves enhanced
identification rate and speed when compared with the other modelling
approaches.
In 2014, Evangelio et al. [60] have established an investigation
regarding some of the appropriate GMM techniques and thus revise
about their essential postulations and intend assessments. Here, GMM
classifiers depending on the pixels were regarded to be like the most
significant preference during the identification of the change in the
video based domain. In this approach, the configurations were
enhanced with respect to the variance controlling approach and the
integration of region analysis based feedback. From the experimental
outcomes, it was obvious that this approach attains better performance
in terms of identification rate when compared with the other standard
approaches.
In 2013, Huang et al. [61] have established an approach based
on the correlation of video coding and the GMM classifier. The typical
GMM classifier mainly depends on the arithmetical information of
every pixel, and thus, it tends to change depending on the illumination
variations. Before evaluating each and every pixel in the videos, it
should be deciphered into unprocessed videos. Here, both the MV’s
and the intra mode were deployed to locate the foreground
comprehensive chunk and then it appends the overhead flag in the
compressed video to specify it. In the deciphering process, the
probable foreground regions were deciphered, and the moving objects
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were identified in these regions. This approach mainly deploys two
datasets in which, both datasets were investigated with inimitable and
changing lighting circumstances. From the investigational outcomes, it
was obvious that this approach achieves enhanced detection rate when
compared with the other classical approaches.
In 2016, Chen et al. [62] have developed an orientation scheme
for high competence video coding. In this coding approach, three chief
methodological assistances were formulated. In first contribution, the
background reference was created progressively by revising the chunk
instead of renewing the picture. This revision formulates the approach
which was free of bit rate burst and was made more appropriate for
real time applications and thus can produce high quality background
location even with intricate foreground. In second contribution, a
scheme to choose the background CTUs depending on both temporal
and spatial smoothness was implemented. In third contribution, a
scheme to choose a particular background CTUs with coding
characteristics were implemented based on the motion of the whole
picture, which effectively follows the GoP-level finest routine during
the creation of CTU-level decisions. This background location was
formulated into HEVC and thus founds to have better efficiency in
terms of coding and decoding involvedness.
In 2015, Sriharsha and Rao [63] had proposed an approach
regarding establishing a moving object using a motionless digital
camera and correlating it in uninterrupted video series.. In the first
phase of testing, both the background subtraction and series
dissimilarities approaches were deployed for the identification of
objects, and thus, the movement was evaluated by correlating the
centroid of the moving object in each dissimilar video series. Mobility
based foreground areas were tracked and assumed to be as one of the
main decisive needs for the surveillance configurations. In the second
phase of testing, similar approaches were selected for identifying the
objects, but the movement of each tracking objects was evaluated by
Kalman filtering.
On the other hand, the most excellent
approximation was prepared by integrating the prediction knowledge
and amendment methods that were included as a component for the
creation of Kalman filter. Consequently, kernel dependent tracking
phenomenon based on the mean shift presumption was formulated for
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tracking a particular entity in terms of prejudiced occlusion.
Depending on the spatial masking with an isotropic kernel, the
histogram based objective illustrations were standardized. The
masking persuades spatially flat resemblance task that is appropriate
for inclination dependent optimization. While considering the metric
attained from the Bhattacharyya Coefficient, resemblance
measurement was deployed, and consequently, mean shift approach
was deployed for the execution of the optimization approach. For
enhancing the effectiveness of the tracking process, an object tracking
approach based on the Kalman filter was amalgamated with the mean
shift scheme. Here, first, the configuration version of Kalman filter
was created, and thus, the interior of the object was expected to be
deployed in mean shift scheme in order to locate the target in the
frame.
In 2005, Lee et al. [64] have proposed an efficient approach to
enhance the convergence rate without the compromising of GMM
permanence. For the representation of non-stationary sequential
distributions of pixels in the video, several adaptive Gaussian mixtures
were deployed. However, a frequent predicament for this scheme was
considered to be matching among mock-up union swiftness and
permanence. This was attained by reinstating the comprehensive,
motionless maintenance features with an adaptive erudition rate
deliberated for each Gaussian at every frame. Considerable
enhancements were revealed on both real and unreal video series.
From the simulation outcomes, it was apparent that this approach was
integrated with the statistical framework in order to attain better
enhancement in segmentation when compared with the other classical
approaches.
In 2009, Xiang et al. [65] have implemented an improved 2D
layered multiple description coding which was exploited for the
broadcasting of error-resilient video transmission over the
unpredictable system. Here, this approach was deployed to distribute
the multiple depictions of series of sub-bits based on the 2Dimensional scalable series of bits related to the system pathways
with unequal loss rates. In order to reduce the end to end distortion
specified in the entire rate resources and possibilities regarding the
packet loss, the resources and the path charges were optimally
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distributed depending on the hierarchical sub-levels of the scalable
series of bits. Here, the conservative Lagrangian multiplier scheme
was avoided to resolve several predicaments due to computational
cost. Hence, for resolving the rate distortion based optimization
predicament, Genetic algorithm was utilized. From the simulation
outcome, it was seen that this approach attains better performance
when compared with the other standard approaches.
In 2013, Mukherjee et al. [66] have proposed two kinds of
enhancements such as an improved distance measure depending on the
local support weight and gradient of histograms to make available the
distinct cluster values and exploitation of the conception regarding the
background level to divide the foreground appropriately. This
approach mainly utilizes number of clusters which was deployed for
the simplification procedures. The benefits of this approach involve
inherent exploitation of association of pixels through the distance
measure with the slightest adaptation to the conservative GMM
approach and efficient elimination of background noise in the course
of the utilization of the conception of the background level without the
implication of the post-processing steps. From the experimental
outcomes, it was apparent that this approach attains better accuracy
when compared with the other standard approaches.
In 2012, Chen et al. [67] have established an improved
approach for the evaluation of the end to end deformation depending
on the quantization after encoding and arbitrary broadcast inaccuracies
due to broadcasting the video frames in the video communication
systems. This approach principally fluctuates from the imperative
conventional approaches with several filtering schemes. For instance,
an interpolation that occurs in the sub-pixel motion compensation as
executed in the video coding sequences. The evaluation of
deformations for both pixels and its sub-pixels with respect to the
filtering schemes mainly necessitates the estimation of the arbitrary
values in terms of the second moment of a biased averaging process.
Here, it does not demands the likelihood distributions for the
estimation of the arbitrary values in terms of the second moment of a
biased averaging process.
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In 2016, Shen et al. [68] have introduced a precise and
computationally proficient background subtraction approach for
embedded camera network. Here, a baseline description was
implemented depending on the utilization of luminance and then it
was expanded for employing the colour information. The primary
design of this approach was to exploit arbitrary projection matrix for
minimizing the dimesionality of the information keeping significant
information of data. Depending on the numerous datasets, the
accurateness of this background subtraction approach is analogous to
that of the conventional background subtraction approaches.
Furthermore, it is demonstrated that, the computational efficiency is
independent of embedded platforms. The authentic functioning
illustrates that this approach was constantly enhanced and was several
times more rapid when compared with the other standard approaches.
In 2013, Maddalena and Petrosino [69] had established a
structure to partition the motionless foreground substances aligned
with poignant foreground substances in particular inspection series
received from the motionless cameras. The repetitive detection of
several objects that are abondened in a video series is an appealing
area of computer vision. Some of the illustrations such as stolen stuff
in the airports, railway stations, and irregularly parked vehicles were
considered to be as the momentous problems. Here, an approach based
on the image sequence was attained through learning in a selforganized neural network changes in the image sequences. It was
observed as the trajectories depending on the pixels with respect to
time period and was implemented within the model dependent
structure. From the experimental outcomes, it was apparent that this
approach attains better accuracy rate when compared with the other
classical approaches.
In 2010, Bhaskar et al. [70] have formulated an extensive
clustering based BS approach with an assortment of established
symmetric alpha stable allocations. In order to identify the moving
substances in the video series, background subtraction scheme was
regarded to be as the most effective approach. An undemanding BS
approach mainly includes the construction of a template regarding the
background, and thus it tends to remove the areas of the foreground
substances, for the motionless camera and thus, there subsist no
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activities in the background. Depending on the log moment approach,
an online self-adaptive scheme for model parameters was made
accessible. From the experimental results, it was apparent that this
approach attains enhanced identification rate with respect to the
information from the motionless and moving video cameras when
compared with the other traditional approaches.
In 2005, Liu and Zheng [71] have implemented an enhanced
partitioning and tracking approach in terms of extracting the object.
When compared with the conventional techniques, this approach
mainly originates the separation of the video object from the
background as a categorization problem. Here, each frame was
alienated into diminutive chunks. Subsequent to the physical
partitioning done in the first frame, the chunks present in this first
frame were deployed as the training samples for the classifier with
respect to the background objects. Moreover, an improved tool known
as Si-learning was exploited to guide the classifier which has better
performance than the traditional SVM classifiers in linearly with nondistinguishable conditions. To covenant with outsized and
multifaceted substances, a multilayer approach assembled with a
hyper-plane tree was implemented. Each and every node in the tree
denotes a hyper-plane, which is responsible for classification of the
training samples. Here, several hyper-planes were made indispensable
to categorize the complete deposits. Depending on the tracking stage,
the centriod pixels which present in each and every chunk within a
consecutive frame were categorized with respect to the hyper-plane
series from the core node to the leaf node of the tree based hyperplane, and thus the chunks with each class were detected
consequently. All the chunks with entities thus generates entity of
concern in which, the periphery was regrettably assumed to be in the
form of stairs with respect to the consequences of the chunks. This
method iteratively chooses a few revealing pixels in case of the
inspection of class labels, and thus, minimizes the improbability
regarding the authentic periphery of the entity.
In 1999, Stauffer and Grimson [72] had implemented a
modelling approach depending on the concoction of Gaussians and
online estimation to renew this model. Here, the allotments regarding
the concoction of Gaussian with respect to GMM were then estimated
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to establish the expected outcome from the background model. Each
pixel was categorized depending on the allocation of the Gaussian
concoction which normally denotes the efficient and accurate segment
in the background model. From the simulation results, it was
noticeable that, this outperforms with better reliability while dealing
with lighting changes and recurring movement due to clutter , than the
other approaches.
In 2008, Bouwmans et al. [73] have established an assessment
for the inventive classification approach with several enhancements.
Moreover, several techniques were also discussed in case of the
consequences regarding the minimization of the computational time.
Initially, an improved MoG approach was repeated and examined with
respect to the issues that occur in the video series. Here, several
enhancements were classified in terms of the policies which were
deployed to enhance the innovative MoG depending on the crucial
circumstances that are claimed to be handled.
2.2.4 LEARNING-BASED APPROACHES

In 2012, Zhu et al. [74] have established a new recursive
Bayesian learning dependent approach for the proficient and precise
segmentation of video with respect to the dynamic background. Here
in this approach, pixels in each frame can be described as the layered
normal distributions which lead to dissimilar contents in the
background images with respect to the scene. The layers were
associated with a confident term, and thus only the layers were
deployed to gratify the specified assurance and thus, it has been
restructured through the evaluation of recursive Bayesian learning.
This leads to the formulation in which the erudition of movement
regarding the background to be more precise and proficient. Finally, a
local texture correspondence scheme was also established in order to
fill the vacancies and thus eliminates the incomplete false foreground
areas. From the simulation outcomes, it was observed that this
approach attains better improvements in case of partitioning the
background from the scenes when compared with the other
approaches.
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In 2013, Wang et al. [75] have implemented an enhanced
scheme to identify human activities across cameras through
recostuctable paths. Here, each activity was represented as a collection
of visual expressions depending on the spatiotemporal characteristics.
Even though demonstration of activity was susceptible to several
variations in the scrutiny, the re-makeable pathway was made capable
to interpret the activity descriptors of one camera to another camera.
In the learning of the paths, a dictionary was considered to be more
erudite beneath each sight to renovate the activity descriptors into a
sparsely demonstrated space, and a linear mapping function was
concurrently cultured to overpass the semantic gap connecting the
source and target spaces, such that each domain configuration can be
entirely discovered. Along the re-makeable paths, an unidentified
activity from the end inspection was accurately restructured into any
source observation, and hence the SVM classifiers trained in source
observations were capable to discriminate this unidentified activity
from target observation.
In 2013, Zhang et al. [76] have established a statistical scheme
for the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) dependent
background modeling approache. This background modeling scheme
was deployed to renew the features depending on EWMA with
predetermined learning rates.. This scheme normally describes a new
manner to investigate the changes that occur in the pixel intensities in
video sequences and thus constructs an intensity point movement
likelihood map, which was considered to be as a recursively renewed
2 D lookup table for recovering adaptive learning rates. From the
experimental outcomes, it was apparent that this approach attains
enhanced adaptive rate when compared with other dissimilar
approaches.
In 2010, Cheng et al. [77] have established an outline for the
classification of human activities and localization in the video series
depending on the structured learning of confined spatiotemporal
characteristics. Various local patches were deployed to represent the
human activities. In this approach, a discriminative hierarchical
Bayesian classifier (DHBC) approach was employed to choose several
interest points depending on the spatiotemporal characteristics which
were made beneficial for each and every movement. Those concise
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characteristics were then passed to a SVM with protrusion of PCA
which was deployed for the classification assignment. In the
meantime, the localization depending on the human activities was
performed based on the dynamic conditional random fields (DCRF)
established to integrate the spatiotemporal organizational constraints
of several super-pixels which were attained from these characteristics.
In the video series the super-pixels mainly defined on the information
regarding the contour and activities with respect to the consequent
characteristic areas. From the simulation outcome, it was obvious that
this approach attains enhanced effectiveness and robustness with
respect to the identification of human activities when compared with
the other standard approaches.
In 2013, Kazemian and Ouazzane [78] have presented NF
relevance based approach to the transmission of MPEG-4 video series
in IEEE802.15.4 ZigBee wireless standards. Normally, ZigBee can
function within the frequency range of 2.4GHz with respect to the
information rate of 250kb/s, and thus impedes with the other wireless
appliances such as WiFi and Bluetooth, which were operating with the
similar frequency band. The variable bit rate (VBR) video has various
requirements such as high bandwidth which may lead to the loss in the
information and delay with respect to its time instant with an
inadequate information rate due to the elevated changes in the bit rate.
Subsequently, in the ZigBee channel, it was approximately
unworkable for the VBR video which was to be transmitted. This
approach was implemented in order to investigate both the input and
output in case of accumulated information which was unconstrained
with traffic adaptable buffer. Here, the input of the buffer was
regulated by a NF approach which was deployed to guarantee about
the amendable traffic buffer which was not flooded and starved with
the video information. Similarly, the output of the amendable traffic
buffer was examined by a second order NF approach which was
deployed to make confirmation regarding the departure rate based on
the situations of the traffic in ZigBee. From the experimental
outcomes, it was obvious that this approach achieves enhanced quality
with the pictures when compared with the other traditional
approaches.
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2.2.5 CODING APPROACHES

In 2014, Abdelali et al. [79] have suggested an approach
depending on the identification of the moving object and its tracking
behavior regarding the video series based on the characteristics of the
colours. In this scheme, both the likelihood product kernels were
regarded as a resemblance mesures, and it was combined with the
integral images in order to calculate the histograms of all probable
areas of objects which were tracked with respect to the data series.
The main aim of this approach was to correlate the objects in
successive video outlines. The correlation was considered to be more
complicated depending on the rapid movement of the objects as
compared with the frame rate. A different condition which augments
the involvedness of the difficulty was considered depending on the
tracking regarding the variations in the objects orientation over the
time. From the experimental outcomes, it was apparent that this
scheme achieves enhanced exactness regarding tracking when
compared with the other traditional models.
In 2011, Schmidt and Rose [80] have investigated a source
channel coding for error resilient video steaming depending on the
redundant encoding technique. In this approach, the end to end
distortion with respect to the encoded comprehensive chunk in the
course of the expansion of the optimal pixel which was approximated
in a repeated manner to include several superfluous diffusions.
Moreover, three encoding approaches were also created with
dissimilar gain-complexity tradeoffs. This approach was considered to
be more common and could be executed on top of hybrid video codec.
From the simulation outcome, it was clear that this approach attains
better performance in terms of gain when compared with the other
traditional error flexible encoding approaches.
In 2008, Wang et al. [81] have introduced three improved
approaches such as running average, norm, MoG, which was exploited
for the modelling of background from the compressed video series,
and a dual phase partitioning scheme depending on this background
representations. This approach mainly deploys coefficients based on
DCT, of the chunk in order to demonstrate about the background.
Moreover, it adapt the background by renewing the coefficients of
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DCT. This partitioning approach was made to haul out the foreground
items based on the accurateness in the pixel. Here, initially, an
innovative background subtraction approach in the DCT field was
subjugated in order to detect the areas of the chunks completely or
moderately engaged by the foreground objects, and then pixels from
these foreground chunks were categorized depending on the spatial
domain. From the experimental outcomes, it was obvious that this
approach attains better accuracy rate in terms of partitioning when
compared with the other conventional approaches.
In 2000, Robinson and Shu [82] had developed an approach
for difference-image residues in the video coding. Here, a structured
spatial pattern was deployed for mapping the residue pixel standards
into a quadtree configuration, which is then implied in importance
order with the SPIHT approach. Thus, the classical zero tree coding
(ZTC) approach based on the wavelet coefficients were substituted by
the untransformed residue pixel standards. Moreover, an improved
pattern based ZTC approach as well as the wavelet based ZTC was
deployed to compress the codes in the errorless channels when
compared with the DCT approach. Similarly, in the noisy channels,
pattern-based ZTC was exploited to create flexibility in the error, thus
permit it for the diffusion of the deposited data without any error
control overheads. From the outcome, it was noticeable that, this
scheme includes improved suppression rate than the other standard
approaches.
2.2.6 MOTION ESTIMATION APPROACHES

In 2012, Chen et al. [83] have developed a hierarchical
approach depending on the segmented area and pixel descriptors for
video background subtraction. Here, an enhanced hierarchical
approach depending on the background scheme was established with
respect to the segmented background images. First, a mean shift
approach has been deployed in order to partition the background
images into various regions. Next, a hierarchical approach comprised
of both area and pixel schemes were generated. The scheme based on
the area was considered to be as the most significant type of approach
known as accurate GMM which was attained depending on the
histogram of a particular area. Similarly, the pixel scheme depends on
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the dissimilarities that occur during the co-occurrence of an image
defined based on the histogram of oriented gradients of concerning
pixels in each area. Benifits that occurs in the segmentation of
background images leads to both area and pixel schemes depending on
the dissimilar areas which were exploited to set various dissimilar
features. Here, the pixel descriptors were estimated from the adjacent
pixels in the similar entities.
In 2014, Ghahremani and Mousavinia [84] had presented an
enhanced Adaptive Energy model based predictive Motion Estimation
(AEME) scheme to assess an active resemblance scheme connecting
the blocks and it was compared with the energy histograms. Block
matching approaches were frequently deployed to evaluate the
movement. Among these approaches, the predictive block matching
approaches attempts to estimate the position of the finest identical
chunk before the exploration of its significant synchronization.
Finally, an adaptive two action search approach was established to
evaluate the movement of chunk. From the simulation outcomes, it
was obvious that this approach achieves better accuracy when
compared with the other standard approaches.
In 2010, Li et al. [85] have implemented coordination for
involuntarily identifying and examining composite participant
activities in moving background sports video series, aspiring at actiondependent sports videos offering kinematic capacities for instructor
support and performance enhancement. Normally, this configuration
operates in a coarse-to-fine manner. In the central granularity point,
the activity categories were identified to maintain activity-dependent
video repossession and indexing. In the end of the fine granularity
point, the decisive kinematic constraints of participant activities were
attained for sports professional’s guidance principles. On the other
hand, the composite and active background of sports videos and the
involvedness of participant activities convey extensive intricacy to the
repeated examination. To accomplish such kind of task, robust
approaches comprising global motion estimation alongwith adaptive
outliers filtering, partitioning of objects depending on the creation of
adaptive background, and repeated tracking of human bodies were
formulated.
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In 2008, Kamolrat et al. [86] have implemented a technique
regarding the video coding. Here, its particular characteristics of the
intensity based channel are exploited to compress the information with
respect to the intensity. Enhancing the optimization based rate
deformation in case of inter-frame calculation; Binary Partition Tree
(BPT) was implemented to facilitate the adaptive segmentation of the
intensity frames. From the simulation outcome, it was observed that
this approach attains better enhancement in terms of segmenting the
intensity based information when compared with the other approaches.
In 2009, McHugh et al. [87] have implemented an approach
based on the foreground adaptive background subtraction with respect
to the adjustment of several threshold values to modify the
information regarding the video depending on the statistical
approaches. The most flourishing background subtraction approaches
pertain several likelihood phenomenon to deal with the background
intensity developed with respect to the instant, non-parametric and
mixture of Gaussian schemes. Based on the identification threshold
selection, it includes involvedness in modelling robust background
subtraction approaches. Additionally, other than a nonparametric
background approach, a foreground approach was implemented
depending on the small spatial neighborhood to enhance the
discrimination sensitivity. Moreover, a Markov scheme was applied to
vary the labels to enhance the spatial consistency of the identification
process
In 2016, Bernal et al. [88] have proposed two different
schemes to enhance the effectiveness in motion estimation of video
sequences. First, an exceedingly competent model-independent
approach was implemented that estimates the path and extent of
activity regarding the objects in the scene and thus, calculates the best
possible exploration path and vicinity position for activity vectors.
Next, a model-dependent approach was implemented to find out the
prevailing spatiotemporal characteristics of the activity based
approaches which were confined in the video all the way through the
statistical schemes and facilitated the minimized explorations
depending on the created approaches. From the experimental
substantiation, it was obvious that this approach achieves better
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detection rate and extent of neighborhoods when compared with the
other conventional activity-based assessment approaches.
In 2015, Muthuswamy and Rajan [89] have implemented an
approach to identify the prominent video objects with respect to the
particle filters, which were directed by spatiotemporal prominent
records and colour characteristics with the capacity to rapidly recover
from fake identifications. This approach for producing both spatial and
activity prominent records normally depends on evaluating the
confined characteristics with respect to the prevailing characteristics in
the frame. Moreover, for spatial prominent records, both the hue and
the saturation characteristics were deployed.
It was seen this
approach achieves better activity prominent identification rate when
compared to the other state of the art approaches.
In 2011, Zhang et al. [90] have implemented a multiple
viewing approache for the segment of the foreground objects
comprising of an assemblage of populace into entity based individual
substances, and track them in the sequence of video. Intensity and
occlusion information reconstructed from the scenes regarding the
multiple viewing was incorporated into the identification of the object,
segmenting the object and the tracking phenomenon. Here, the
adaptive background penalty with occlusion reasoning was projected
to disconnect the foreground areas from the background in the
preliminary frame. Multiple indications were utilized to fragment the
entity based human substances from the assemblage. To disseminate
the partitioning in the course of video, each object area was
autonomously followed by motion compensation and unceranity
refinement, and the occlusion depending on the motion was attempted
as conversion with respect to the level. From the experimental
outcomes, it was apparent that this approach attains better
performance in terms of effectiveness when compared with the other
state of art approaches.
In 2008, Zhao et al. [91] have offered an unequal error
protection approach known as an adapted Perceived Motion Energy
(PME) scheme for wireless H.264 video transmission. Here, the
unequal protection of error on the transmission of video was
extensively deployed to contest with bit errors in the wireless channel.
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Nevertheless, contemporary unequal protection model models with
respect to the heuristic phenomenon as well as the distinctiveness of
human visual system were not taken into description. Depending on
the susceptible features related to the video activities of human eyes,
this enhanced approach was considered for performing the encoding
process with respect to the characteristics of H.26 4/AVC. In this
approach, the bit streams in the video were partitioned into various
eminent layers, and thus, the asymmetrical error fortification was
intended to defend the transmission of video it steams over the
wireless channels. From the experimental outcomes, it was obvious
that this approach attains better performance in terms of enhanced
quality in transmitting the video when compared with the other
standard approaches.
In 2010, Han et al. [92] have presented an approach depending
on the single frame interpolation and multiple frame interpolation. In
this approach, the representation in terms of the attributes regarding
the activity in the video sequence was investigated. Subsequently, the
representations depending on the activities were customized to
minimize the calculation and system complexity. Finally, Kalman
filtering approach was exploited to interpolate the image vigorously to
achieve high resolution.
In 2013, Lijun and Kaiqi [93] have presented a video
dependent crowd density estimation approach and prediction networks
for the applications related to the extensive locale surveillance. In
monocular visual images, the Accurate Mosaic Image Difference
approach was exploited for the extraction of crowded regions with
asymmetrical movement. Here, the number of individuals and
swiftness of a crowd can be effectively approximated by this network
depending on the compactness of crowded regions. Based on the
multiple camera networks, the calculations of density of crowd were
attained, quite a few minutes prior.
In 2002, Mikolajczyk and Schmid [94] had implemented an
affine invariant interest points. This approach includes three
suggestions such as; first, it exploits a second-moment matrix which
was estimated in a particular direction which was again deployed for
the regularization of a particular area in this approach. Next, the
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magnitude of the neighboring configuration was specified by several
confined extrema of regularized derivatives with respect to the
magnitude. Finally, an affine adapted based Harris detector was used
to establish the position of interest points. Here, for the initialization
process, a multi-scale version of detector was deployed. In case of
identification and mapping an image, series of affine invariant points
were considered. Also an affine based conversion approach was also
correlated with this approach. From the experimental analysis, it was
apparent that this approach attains better identification rate in case of
various deformations in the invariant affine points as well as the
conversion rate when compared with the other standard identification
approaches.
In 2005, Dollar et al. [95] have implemented an undeviating
3D matching part was frequently deployed with respect to the 2D
interest point detectors which were insufficient, and thus an unusual
approach was employed. For securing these interest points, an
identification approach depending on the spatiotemporal
characteristics was deployed with a better rate.
In 2009, Seshadrinathan and Bovik [96] have developed an
approach based on the video eminence indicator which was referred as
MOVIE indicator which was deployed to incorporate both the
temporal and the spatial characteristics regarding the distortion
consideration. In this approach, movement plays an imperative
responsibility in the human perception of videos and thus, it
experiences from various objects that have to be compacted with the
erroneousness in the illustration of movement in the test video
compared to the oriented video. This approach unambiguously
exploits information with respect to the movements from the oriented
video and estimates the eminence of the assessment video depending
on the movement in the oriented videos. From the experimental
analysis, it was clear that this approach attains better performance in
terms of the objects present in the video with better rate when
compared with the other standard approaches.
In 1994, Koller et al. [97] have developed an approach for
examining the traffic-related prospects, which is an essential
component of Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (IVHS). The
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information regarding the traffic scenes was deployed to optimize the
flow of traffic throughout the hectic periods and thus detect the
delayed vehicles and accidents. Moreover, it assists in the creation of
assessments in terms of an independent vehicle regulator. Various
enhancements in this technology with respect to the machine vision
based visualization and elevated point emblematic interpretation were
exploited to implement a network based on the comprehensive,
consistent examination of traffic scenes. The machine vision based
approach network mainly utilizes a shape tracker and an affine
movement approach depending on the Kalman filters to acquire the
routes of vehicle over a traffic scene in an image series. The symbolic
analysis constituent mainly deploys a dynamic belief network to create
presumptions regarding the traffic measures including the variations in
the path of the vehicle and stalls. Here, the key assignments were
conferred depending on the visualization and analytic mechanisms, as
well as their incorporation into an operational model.
2.3 RESEARCH GAPS AND ISSUES

There have been a lot of attainments in the research area of VS
techniques in case of traffic, though there were still some issues that
desire to be addressed for this technology. The expedition for the
enhanced traffic information includes an improving the dependence in
case of the traffic surveillance and thus has resulted in a requirement
for enhanced identification of vehicles, but, due to the elevated outlays
and security threats, there arises various issues in the traffic
surveillance and thus have to be engaged in the exploration towards
the in-persistent detection techniques.
In smartcity concept, wherein ITS is a vital component, video
based detection system is the core of all.
The rapidly diminishing outlay in case of the image attainment
procedures and the accessibility depending on the inexpensive, as well
as the authoritative central processing units, have generated various
concerns in the exploration of the computer vision approaches for the
supervision and controlling of traffic purposes. The supervision of
crossroads pretences several difficulties in terms of highways, which
are associated to the decidedly changeable configuration of the
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crossroads, and also the existence of the numerous flows of the
vehicles depending on the turning movements and the assorted traffic
ranges leads to the impediment of the vehicles at the traffic signals.
Moreover, detailed classification and occlusion based supervision
approaches are necessary.
Further, there are millions of cameas are installed for various
surveillance reasons, and incrase is presumed in days to come. In this
scenario, it is challenging to send video data from cameras to control
server. Therefore, it is essential to have ‘machine learning on the
edge’. Camera need to do some intelligent local processing and send
‘data of interest’, which is small in amount, to the server or cloud in
real time.
Hence, understanding the activities of objects in a scene by the
use of video is both a challenging scientific problem and a very fertile
domain with many promising applications. Thus, it draws attention of
several researchers, institutions and commercial companies.

2.4 SUMMARY

In this chapter, various existing methods were formulated for
the object detection in traffic surveillance technology. This chapter
surveys a number of existing methods for the classification of traffic
surveillance system based on coding, similarity measurement,
optimization based, learning based, motion estimation and video
streaming techniques. Several object detection techniques in traffic
surveillance system were deployed in all the works to enhance the
performance of the traffic surveillance coding, similarity
measurement, optimization, learning, motion estimation and video
streaming approaches. Thus in traffic surveillance system, object
detection was consistently the eventual objective. Here, the
approaches used for the object detection and classification in traffic
surveillance system were clearly described, the performance of
different object detection and classification techniques based on video
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object segmentation, ANN, GMM, spatiotemporal correlations and
interest point matching approach were analyzed, and thus the benefits
and drawbacks of these techniques were also described. From the
existing works, the approaches for the detection of objects in traffic
surveillance can be classified into six categories, namely similarity
measurements, video streaming, optimization based, learning based,
VS coding and motion estimation. From this insight, it can be
concluded that there is a scope for further improvements in all
classified categories to make them more efficient and accurate. This
may support the VS system for their real time application, which is a
backbone of any smart city infrastructure.
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CHAPTER 3. MOVING OBJECT DETECTION
IN SURVEILLANCE
3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, a novel model for BS of remote scene
monitored by a camera that is static or rotating is presented.
Accordingly, Adaptive Gaussian Mixture Model (AGMM) framework
is exploited to approximate the BG design. The allocation of every BG
pixel is spatially and temporally modeled. Depending on the
arithmetical representation, a pixel in the present frame is categorized
as belonging to the BG or FG. This enhanced BG model achieves
better results in detecting moving object. Also, the implemented
approach can efficiently manage the outdoor scenes. Sample videos
from real surveillance system were ingresses in the BG model to
detect moving object, particularly car as an object. For purpose of
training the model, a real time video sequence obtained from static and
rotating camera are injected in to the system. Due to major differences
in the operating parameters between static and rotating camera, the
model derived for static camera cannot directly fit in rotating camera
use case. Hence, it has to be enhanced to be made compatible with the
rotating camera ecosystem.
3.2 PROPOSED MODEL
3.2.1 BACKGROUND MODELLING

The implemented scheme exploits the AGMM formulation
which has been introduced by Kaew and Bowden [98]. Accordingly,
the suggested scheme is more precise and could be trained rapidly. In
fact, AGMM permits multimodal BG modeling, and continuous
updating of the background with respect to varying condition of
shadow and lighting. Initialisation of building BG model with AGMM
can be described as follows:
In this approach, value of every pixel in the given frame is
computed from Eq.(3.1 and 3.2). This can be termed as model
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developement by a mixture of H Gaussian distributions. This can be
further elaborated as follows:
The pixel distribution is symbolized by a mixture of H
Gaussians as given by Eq. (3.1).



g I t  y   kj 1 f j ,t y,  j ,t ,  j ,t



(3.1)

where, f j , t indicates the weight parameter of the j th Gaussian



component,  y,  j ,t , j ,t



denotes the normal distribution of j th

Gaussian component with standard deviation  j, t and intensity mean
 j,t and g I t  y  is the probability of a pixel has a value of y at time
t.
In general, the value of H alters from three to five on the basis
of obtainable storage and computational power. The H distributions
f
are well-organized on the basis of the fitness value k . Initially, M

k

distributions are deployed as a model of the background scene, in
which, M is approximated as given in Eq. (3.2), where T denotes the
threshold for the minimum fraction of the BG model.



M  arg m min  mj1 f j  T



(3.2)

Moreover, BG subtraction is carried out by pointing out a FG
pixel that is present away from any of the M distributions by higher
than 2.5 standard deviations. The updating of the constraints that are
matched is made with the subsequent updated forms as given by Eq.
(3.3), Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5).
 t 1
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1,if ω jis first Gaussiancomponent
0,if not.

 Time constant

If no distributions equal the pixel value, then a distribution
with high variance, low weight, and current value as its mean are
replaced in the place of least significant component of the mixture
representation.
3.2.2 DETECTING FOREGROUND OBJECTS

The objective is to set out a highly performant system of OD.
Accordingly, in this chapter, a perspective transform [17] is applied
from four relative points from every two consecutive frames. With
this, we achieve shifting of an object from one coordinate of the frame
to the coordinate of the frame translation matrix. This is necessary for
the compensation of camera motion [5, 115].This transformed frame is
taken away from the preceding frame to obtain the detected moving
objects. In the subsequent phase, an arithmetical BG model is
constructed. The corresponding BG model depends on Bowden’s and
Kaew Trakulpong algorithm. At first, the BG model for N frames is
built up that includes one entire rotary motion of the camera.
Moreover, the value of N is evaluated, from cameras fps. According to
arithmetical representation (Eq.3.2), a pixel in the present frame is
categorized as belonging to the BG or FG with respect to respective
BG model. Explained approach is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
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Video acquisition
(Static or Rotating
camera)

Preprocessing

BS
Model

Foreground
element

Figure 3-1:Architecture for Foreground Detection.

3.3 EXPERIMENTS BASED ON PROPOSED MODEL
3.3.1 PROCEDURE

This project requires real-time investigation of the video
stream for detection of objects. For experimental setup, the free
accessible Open CV-library that was implemented in C and C++ code
has been exploited. The sequence revealed here are 352x272 images.
In addition, an adaptive combination of five Gaussian components was
exploited.
3.3.2 EVALUATION METRICS

The performance measures such as accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity, precision, FPR, FNR and FDR are evaluated for the
proposed AGMM and conventional model. The definitions and
formulations of the measures are described below.
Accuracy: It is defined as “weighted arithmetic mean of
Precision and Inverse Precision (weighted by Bias) as well as a
weighted arithmetic mean of Recall and Inverse Recall (weighted by
Prevalence)”. In Eq. (3.6), TP indicates the true positive, TN denotes
true negative, FP signifies false positive and FN implies false
negative.
Accuracy=

TP  TN
TP  TN  FP  FN

(3.6)

Sensitivity: It is defined as “the study of how uncertainty in
the output of a model can be attributed to different sources of
uncertainty in the model input”. Eq. (3.7) reveals the formulation of
sensitivity.
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Sensitivity 

TP
TP  FN

(3.7)

Specificity:It is defined as “the ability of a test to preciously
identify foreground pixels which are true positive.”
Specificity 

TN
TN  FP

(3.8)

Precision: It is defined as “the probability that a (randomly
selected) retrieved document is relevant”.
Precision 

TP
TP  FP

(3.9)

FPR: It is calculated as “the ratio between the number of
negative events wrongly categorized as positive (false positives) and
the total number of actual negative events (regardless of
classification)”.
FPR 

FP
FP  TN

(3.10)

FNR: It is defined as “the proportion of positives which yield
negative test outcomes with the test, i.e., the conditional probability of
a negative test result given that the condition being looked for is
present”.
FNR=

FN
TP  FN

(3.11)

FDR:It is defined as “the expected proportion of rejected
hypotheses that are mistakenly accepted”.
FDR=

FP
TP  FP

(3.12)
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Here, accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and precision are
considered as positive measures. Increase in accuracy refers to the
increase in the better performance of the proposed model.
Accordingly, increase in sensitivity refers to understand how the
proposed algorithm matches with information provided by direct
observation without wrongly identifying the foreground. Increase in
specificity refers to the detection of negative proportions that are
correctly identified. These metrics i.e. accuracy, sensitivity, specificity
and precision have to be high for improved performance of the system.
The FPR, FNR and FDR are considered as the negative performance
measures. FPR usually refers to the expectancy of the false positive
ratio. FNR refers to the conditional probability of a negative test result
given that the condition being looked for is present. FDR refers to
conceptualizing the rate of type I errors in null hypothesis testing
when conducting multiple comparisons. These measures, i.e. FPR,
FNR and FDR have to be low for better performance of the system.
3.3.3 COMPARISON TECHNIQUES

The proposed Adaptive Gaussian Mixture Model (AGMM)
was compared with conventional adaptive statistical model and the
enhanced outcomes of the suggested scheme were proved from the
simulation results. Since the conventional Model [108] relies on the
statistical information of each pixel, it fails to detect moving objects
accurately in certain datasets. On the other hand, the implemented
AGMM algorithm detects the moving objects accurately in all
datasets.Moreover, the implemented AGMM approach is robust in
opposition to illumination variations and it is also robust against noise
factors. In addition, the implemented AGMM presents a novel and
practical choice for intelligent video surveillance systems using static
cameras and rotating cameras and the results were attained.
3.3.4 STATIC CAMERA

Fig. 3.2 demonstrates the FG segmentation outcomes with of
static camera by deploying perspective transform and adaptive
statistical mixture representation.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Figure 3-2: Sample image (a) Original image (b) Ground truth image (c) Conventional
image (d) Proposed image (Static camera)
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3.3.5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS (STATIC CAMERA)

The performance measures of the proposed methodology
in terms of positive measures such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
and precision is demnonstrated by Fig. 3.3 for static camera. From
Fig. 3.3, the adopted scheme is 5% better in terms of accuracy, 5%
better in terms of specificity and 33.3% better in terms of precision
when distinguished with the conventional techniques.

Figure 3-3: Performance analysis of the proposed scheme and conventional scheme in terms
of positive measures for static camera

Likewise, the performance of the suggested methodology with
respect to the negative measures is specified by Fig. 3.4, in which the
FPR of the implemented method is 80% superior when compared with
the traditional model and FDR of the suggested scheme is 82.35%
superior when distinguished with the conventional approach. Lower
negative performance (FPR, FNR and FDR) is reflection of better
performance. At the same time, higher positive performance
(accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and precision) is desirable as far as
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performance of the system is concerned. Thus the enhanced outcomes
of the proposed scheme have been confirmed by the simulation
results.

Figure 3-4: Performance analysis of the proposed scheme and conventional scheme in terms
of negative measures for static camera

The accuracy of the suggested scheme for varying frame rates
such as 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 can be obtained from Fig. 3.5(a), where
the proposed method is 2% better for 10th frame rate, 4.21% better for
20th frame rate, 2.08% better for 30th frame rate, 2.10% better for 40th
frame rate and 2.10% better for 50th frame rate. Similarly, from Fig.
3.5(c), the specificity of the introduced scheme can be attained which
is 2% , 3.15%, 1.03%, 2.10% and 2.10% superior for 10th, 20th, 30th,
40th and 50th frame rates, respectively. Also from Fig. 3.5(d), the
presented scheme in terms of precision is 38% superior to
conventional scheme for 10th frame rate and 52.63% superior to
conventional scheme for 20th frame rate. In addition, from Fig. 3.5(e),
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the FPR of the suggested model can be obtained, which is 99%,
73.68%, 20% and 64.28% better than conventional model for 10th,
20th, 30th and 40th frame rates correspondingly. Also, FDR of the
suggested scheme is superior to the traditional algorithm by 62%,
39.34%, 28.57%, 21.62% and 15.38% for 10th, 20th, 30th, 40th and 50th
frame rates correspondingly. Thus the enhanced performance
measures of the static camera can be attained from the execution
results.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
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(d)

(e)
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(f)

(g)
Figure 3-5: Experimental analysis of the proposed approach for static camera in terms of (a)
Accuracy (b) Sensitivity (c) Specificity (d) Precision (e) FPR (f) FNR (g) FDR
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3.3.6 ROTATING CAMERA

The MV detection has been a major challenge in image
processing and gained a lot of attention in the recent years. However,
if the camera is non-stationary, it becomes difficult task since the
image motion is due to combined effects of object motion and camera
motion. Therefore, the algorithms helpful for stationary camera cannot
be employed when camera is rotating.
Fig. 3.6 demonstrates the FG segmentation outcomes with
motion compensation by deploying perspective transform and
adaptive statistical mixture representation for rotating camera.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
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(d)
Figure 3-6: Sample image (a) Original image (b) Ground truth image (c) Conventional
image (d) Proposed image (Rotating camera)

3.3.7 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS (ROTATING CAMERA)

The performance measures of the proposed methodology
in terms of positive measures such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
and precision is exposed by Fig. 3.7. From Fig. 3.7, the implemented
scheme with respect to accuracy and specificity is 17.34% better than
conventional approach and 90% superior to conventional scheme in
terms of precision.
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Figure 3-7: Positive measures of the proposed model for Rotating camera

Similarly, the performance of the implemented methodology in
terms of negative measures is given by Fig. 3.8, where the FPR of the
suggested scheme is 89.47% better than conventional approach, and
on considering FDR, the adopted scheme is 37.14% superior to the
traditional scheme. Thus the enhanced computation of the proposed
approach has been validated successfully.

Figure 3-8:Negative measures of the proposed model for Rotating camera
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The overall performance measures of the proposed scheme
with respect to variation in frame rate (10, 20, 30, 40 and 50) are given
by Fig. 3.9. The analysis was scrutinizedin terms of positive measures
such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and precision and negative
measures such as FPR, FNR and FDR. From Fig. 3.9 (a), the proposed
methodology for frame rate 10 is 19.19% better, frame rate 20 is
17.53% better, for frame rate 30 is 15.31% better, for frame rate 40 is
9.09% better and frame rate 50 are 9.09% better than the conventional
approach. Similarly, from Fig. 3.9(b), the implemented scheme in
terms of sensitivity can be attained, in which the suggested and
conventional approaches are found to have the similar values for all
the considered frame rates. In addition, from Fig. 3.9(c), the analysis
of adopted scheme in terms of specificity was attained, which is
19.19% superior for frame rate 10 , 17.53% superior for frame rate 20,
15.31% superior for frame rate 30, 9.09% superior for frame rate 40
and 9.09% superior for frame rate 50 when compared with the
conventional approach. Moreover, from Fig. 3.9(d), the analysis of
presented scheme with respect to precision was achieved, which is
88.88% better for frame rate 10 , 84% better for frame rate 20, 85.29%
better for frame rate 30, 87.5% better for frame rate 40 and 82.5%
better for frame rate 50 when distinguished with the traditional
scheme. From Fig. 3.9(e), the investigation of offered scheme with
respect to FPR was achieved, which is 88.88% better for frame rate 10
, 85.71% improved for frame rate 20, 85.33% enhanced for frame rate
30, 90% superior for frame rate 40 and 81.82% improved for frame
rate 50 when distinguished with the conventional design. The FNR of
the suggested scheme can be attained from Fig. 3.9 (f), which is found
to be similar for conventional and adopted techniques for all the frame
rates. Finally, from Fig. 3.9(g), the analysis of implemented scheme
with respect to FDR was achieved, which is 72.73% better for frame
rate 10 , 28% better for frame rate 20, 41.17% better for frame rate 30,
42.11% better for frame rate 40 and 52.38% better for frame rate 50
when compared with the traditional scheme.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)
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(g)
Figure 3-9:Experimental analysis of the proposed approach for Rotating camera in terms of
(a) Accuracy (b) Sensitivity (c) Specificity (d) Precision (e) FPR (f) FNR (g) FDR

It is desirable to have lower negative performance (FPR, FNR and
FDR) for better performance. At the same time, higher positive
performance (accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and precision) is
desirable as far as performance of the system is concerned
3.4 SUMMARY

In this chapter, a statistical background subtraction technique
had been implemented for detection of moving object that considers
motion of rotating camera. In conventional approach, the results of
static camera in motion detection were found to be enhanced while the
results of rotating camera were not found to be encouraging. Our
proposed model, for static and rotating camera has been proven to be
the better option than the state of the art. This can be inferred from the
key performance indicators derived from the experimental results.
Even though, the proposed model has better outcomes, it is evident
from Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7, the motion detection of
rotating camera is complex issue to address. The dataset deployed was
a video clip, captured from static as well as rotating camera. The
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experimental results are compared with frame differencing scheme,
and it was proved that the results were more precise than conventional
ones. There is still scope for further improvements in terms of accurate
moving object detection for the sequences arriving from rotating
camera.
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CHAPTER 4. ENHANCED OBJECT
DETECTION BASED ON FULL SEARCH
BLOCK MATCHING ALGORITHM (FS-BMA)
4.1 INTRODUCTION

There is a modern trend to execute VC systems for video
surveillance. A variety of coding methods had been implemented to
improve evaluation accuracy in development of VC. As the traditional
coding techniques have certain limitations, while optimizing image
processing for moving bodies when the BG is characteristically
motionless. The issue becomes more critical in case of rotating
cameras. The limitation in this case is to separate the dynamic objects
when the BG rotates at a predetermined velocity. This chapter
provides a technique for the enhancement of error-free coding in VS
by deploying the rotating cameras. Moreover, a least mean estimator
scheme is exploited and the intermittent entire search motion estimator
logic is described for the calculation of FG moving constituents from
the video sequence that arrives from a rotating sensor. The advantages
which are obtained from this technique provide more precise
recognition of the definite moving object, thus, minimizing the data
redundancy by eradicating the unnecessary BG data. Also, this edge
processing reduces the burden of transmission of this intelligence to
central control center.
4.2 PROPOSED METHOD
4.2.1 DE-NOISING USING LMS ALGORITHM

The LMS algorithm is an adaptive technique that exploits a
gradient-dependent approach of steepest decent. The LMS technique
utilizes the approximate of the gradient vector from the accessible
information. LMS integrates an iterative course of action, which
makes consecutive improvements to the weight vector in the direction
of the gradient vector, which is negative that ultimately leads to the
minimum MSE [99]. When distinguished with other various schemes,
the LMS algorithm is comparatively uncomplicated; it does not
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necessitate the correlation function computation nor does it necessitate
matrix inversions. Thus from the technique of steepest descent, the
weight vector formulation is specified as in Eq. (4.1), where, 
denotes the step-size constraint and it manages the convergence
features of the LMS approach, e 2 m  points out the MSE among the
output ym and the required output, as specified by Eq. (4.2).

   

(4.1)



(4.2)

U m  1  U m     E e 2 m



e 2 m  d m  wmxT m

2

The gradient vector in the abovementioned weight update
formulation can be evaluated as in Eq. (4.3), where, R signifies an
autocorrelation of input signal xm  and r indicates a crosscorrelationamong the required input and response.





 E e 2 m  2RU m  2r

(4.3)

In the technique of steepest descent, the major crisis is the
calculation concerned in discovering the values of r and R matrices
in real time. The LMS approach eases this crisis by deploying
instantaneous values as given by Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.5). As a result,
the weight update formulation can be specified by the subsequent Eq.
(4.6).

R  xmxT m

(4.4)

r  d mxm

(4.5)





U (m  1)  U m  xm d m  xT mU m

(4.6)

 U m  xmem
The LMS approach is instigated with a random value U 0 for
the weight vector at m  0 . The consecutive modifications of the
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weight vector ultimately show the way to the minimum value of the
MSE. Thus, the LMS approach can be briefed in the subsequent Eq.
(4.7), Eq. (4.8) and Eq. (4.9).

ym  U T xm

(4.7)

em  d m  ym

(4.8)

U m 1  U m  xmem

(4.9)

This estimated weight offers an optimal value for noise
removal. Over this de-noised video sample, a novel ME scheme is
implemented. This scheme is an expansion to the FS-BMA
formulation.
4.2.2 MOTION PREDICTION

The ME and compensation method has been extensively
exploited in video compression owing to its potential of minimizing
the temporal redundancies among the frames. Majority of the
techniques introduced for ME until now are block-dependent methods,
said to be the BMA. According to this method, the present frame is
split into a predetermined size of blocks, and subsequently, each block
is evaluated with candidate blocks in a reference frame which is
present in the exploration areas [40][101] [100] [106]. The extensively
utilized techniques for the BMA are the FSBMA that scrutinizes the
entire candidate blocks contained by the exploration area in the
reference frame to acquire a MV. The MV can be described as the
displacement among the blocks in the present frame and the most
excellent matched block in the reference frame in vertical and
horizontal directions. The ME approach is carried out with an
inconsistent size of search area based on block varieties changing from
an 8x8 block to the entire frame. The video sequences for VC
applications at low bit-rate like, video-conferencing and videophone
have various restrictive motion descriptions. A block in a particular
region in the preceding frame can belong to the similar region at that
location in the current frame; in other words, a block in the BG
province may stretch out in the BG area in the present frame.
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The varying block demonstrates the percentage of the
dissimilarity from the BG to the active region or vice versa. The
erstwhile labels indicate that the block types are similar in consecutive
frames. Moreover, in the entire video sequences, the proportion of BG
blocks in the succeeding frames is extremely high. The varying blocks
engage only 30% below, signifying that the motion field of every
block is extremely high in the succeeding frames for the other blocks.
In addition, the model of distribution is much identical devoid of
consideration to video sequences. It is revealed that the temporal
correlation among the succeeding frames is extremely high,
specifically, if a block in the preceding frame belongs to active regions
or BG regions, the block that is positioned in the identical position in
the present frame may be categorized as an active moving block or BG
block, correspondingly, with a strong probability. The fundamental
concept behind block matching is represented in the Fig. 4.1, in which
the displacement for a block L  L  in frame K is described by taking
into consideration a window of size L  2w  L  2w in frame
K  1 for discovering the position of the best-matching block of the
equivalent size. The search is generally restricted to L  2w2 region,
which is said to be the search window. Here, K indicates the present
frame and K  1 denotes the search frame.
Frame K+1
L+2W
W
L+2w

L
W
L
Search Window

Frame K

Time
axis
L

L

Figure 4-1:Architecture for matching approach
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Block matching approaches vary in
• Criteria of matching
• Plan of search
• Block size determination
4.2.3 MATCHING CRITERIA

The matching of the blocks can be enumerated based on a
variety of criteria, where the less expensive and well-renowned is
MAD, specified by Eq. (4.10). Another measure for MSE is
specifiedby Eq. (4.11), where, L denotes the side of the block, and
si, j and pi, j points out the pixels being distinguished in the block from
the current frame and the block from the search frame,
correspondingly. In general, MSE is not exploited, as it is complicated
to comprehend the square function in hardware.
MAD 
MSE 

1
L2

 
L 1

L 1

i 0

j 0

pi , j  si , j

(4.10)

2
1
L 1
L 1
 pi, j  si, j 
2 i 0  j 0
L

(4.11)

4.2.4 BLOCK SIZE DETERMINATION

The assortment of a suitable block is necessary for any blockdependent ME approach. There are contradictory necessities on the
size of the search blocks. If the blocks are much undersized, a match
may be introduced among blocks including identical gray level
patterns that are not related in the sense of motion. Also, if the blocks
are excessively large, then the real MV’s may diverge within a block;
contravening the postulations of a single MV for each block.
Accordingly, the block size for the implemented model is determined
by carrying out continuous testing, captivating a different mixture of
frame sizes with diverse frame skips.
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4.2.5 RECURRENT ESTIMATION LOGIC

The tracer identifies this preferably and fragments the region
over the entire frames, and not just the frames, where it moved.
Usually, this phase outlines the computational bottleneck of the entire
algorithm. The recurrent exploration of an overlapped pixel is revealed
by Fig. 4.2.

1
3

2
4

Figure 4-2:Recurrent exploration of an overlapped pixel

Tracing MV’s provides itself to a recursive solution in nature.
All the blocks with non-zero MV’s in every frame correspond to a
“seed” call to the tracing operation. A moving block will, generally,
transform into an area equivalent to four blocks as shown by Fig. 4.3.
The tracing approach commences with a seed call. This seed block
could move into a lot of four erstwhile blocks, and all of these blocks
are called by the tracing function recursively. The intention of the
tracing function is just to recognize the suitable moving pixels
depending on the block regions and MV’s, and subsequently to seed
further calls to it. Motion tracing has an uncomplicated elucidation
only in a single direction, which is temporal. In other words, tracing
has to be carried out in both the reverse and forward temporal
directions for obtaining the most excellent segmentation outcomes.
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O

O

O

Send to Recursive Trace Call

Figure 4-3:Process of exploring frames by means of R-FSBMA

On considering moving block, only the pixels matching to that
moving block are correlated with motion, however, the entire four
regions interrupted by the block are seeded to the consecutive tracing
call. It is considered as the most precise scheme; however, it is also
the most troublesome in computation. The subsequent approach is to
seed the entire four blocks in addition and to treat the entire pixels
contained by the four seeded blocks as having moved instead of the
definite moving pixels. This estimation simplifies the tracing approach
significantly, and it moreover raises the effectiveness of the algorithm
considerably, since a block which is seeded to the tracing function
does not require to be ever seeded again.
A last approach is to notice the entire moving pixels as in the
common case; however, it seeds only the block matching to the
highest overlap. If there are similar overlaps, then several blocks are
seeded. Even though this disparity only approximates the tracing
crisis, it can be much quicker as each trace call generally seeds only
one recursive call instead of four. In the most common case, the
tracing approach functions slow. For enhanced speed, MV’s are
calculated not among every frame, but among every n frames and
tracing is performed on this little set of MV’s.
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4.3 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
4.3.1 SIMULATION OBSERVATION

To examine the introduced work, a video sequence is
comprehended, in which a set of video frames is chosen,and the
tracing technique is deployed. The attained outcomes are as shown
below. The video file is captivated at a higher location at the centre of
a cross road, and the sensor is rotated for 360 degrees to captivate the
traffic images. The video sequence demonstrates the movement of the
vehicle and other static portions in the surrounding area. The video
sample is captivated at 25fps, with a resolution of 272x 352.
Moreover, the extracted video frames from the video file are revealed
by Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4-4:Extracted Video frames from the video file

A set of successive frames is extracted from the captured video
sequence. Further, they are used for processing. The extracted frames
after LMS filtration are illustrated in figure 4.5.

Figure 4-5: De-noised sample after LMS filtration

It is required to eliminate the noises so as to achieve higher
accuracy in the estimation of moving objects. To achieve this, a
conventional adaptive LMS filter is applied to denoise the affected
sample. The obtained result for such filtration is given in Fig.4.6 and
Fig. 4.7. It is observed that a higher visual quality is achieved with this
approach.
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Figure 4-6: Extracted sample after mean filtration

Figure 4-7: Extracted sample after median filtration

Over the filtered sample, a full search block matching
algorithm is applied to compute the moving element. It is observedthat
as the camera is rotating, the BG objects will change their
corresponding position for each frame. Hence, such components are
also detected as moving elements in predicted video frames.
Moreover, the samples that are extracted from noise images are
revealed by Fig. 4.8.

Figure 4-8: Extracted sample of noised image

Figure 4-9: Predicted motion elements of FSBMA scheme

In proposed Recurrent FSBMA approach, due to the
successive computation of Motion vector in both inter and intra
frames, the elimination of a BG element is possible as depicted by Fig.
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4.9. Hence, this approach detects the moving elements more
accurately than the FSBMA approach, which is exposed in Fig 4.10.

Figure 4-10: Predicted motion elements of R-FSBMA scheme.

4.3.2 FILTER COMPARISON

The experimental results for the proposed R-FSBMA approach
in terms of filter comparison are given by Fig. 4.11. From Fig. 4.11
(a), the redundant coefficients of the proposed scheme for mean filter,
median filter, and LMS filter is 42.1%, 47.37% and 47.37% better
than FSBMA schemes. In addition, from Fig. 4.11 (b), the motion
element detection for mean filter, median filter, and LMS filter is
47.37%, 48.65% and 39.47% superior to FSBMA techniques. Also,
from Fig. 4.11 (c), the data overhead of the suggested scheme for
mean filter, median filter, and LMS filter is 46.15%, 87.71% and 45%
enhanced than FSBMA model. Thus the filter comparison for the
proposed R-FSBMA technique has been substantiated successfully.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 4-11:Filter comparison for the proposed and conventional schemes for (a) Redundant
Coefficients (b) Motion element detected (c) Data overheads

4.3.3 KERNEL SIZE VARIATION

The experimental results for the proposed R-FSBMA approach
in terms of kernal size variation are given by Fig. 4.12. From Fig. 4.12
(a), the redundant coefficients of the proposed scheme for 2nd kernel
size is 3.14% better than FSBMA scheme. In addition, from Fig. 4.12
(b), the motion element detection for 5th kernel size is 47.37% superior
to FSBMA technique. Also, the data overhead of the suggested
scheme at 8th kernel size is 45.71% enhanced than FSBMA algorithm.
Thus the kernel size variation for the proposed R-FSBMA
performance has been confirmed effectively.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 4-12:Kernel size variation for the proposed and conventional schemes for (a)
Redundant Coefficients (b) Motion element detected (c) Data overheads

4.4 SUMMARY

This chapter has presented a novel coding scheme for VS. The
integration of innovative coding approach for denoising by means of
the MSE estimator results in advanced estimation probability. This
denoising scheme was a dynamic design and therefore, was
appropriate for the entire kind of system interface. The application of
recurrent FSBMA logic result in detection improvement of a moving
object in a video sequence, produced from a rotating camera. From the
outcome, it could be concluded that the implemented work depending
on the persistent block matching scheme was found to be more
effectual and precise in the field of VS, by deploying rotating sensors.
It is significant to point out that, very less data for ‘information of
interest’ can be transmitted to central server through this edge
processing. Further, the suggested approach has major significance in
the metropolitan surveillance system with wireless or wired rotating
camera execution, where processing resource optimization and BW
were the foremost challenges.
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CHAPTER 5. TEMPLATE CODING BASED
OBJECT DETECTION
5.1 INTRODUCTION

In video coding, deployment of temporal correlation among
frames is a significant step for the minimization of redundant data in
succeeding video frames. On the other hand, dynamic nature of video
content establishes complexity in discovering temporal correlation. In
this chapter, a novel template coding technique to compress the video
data for traffic surveillance is implemented that deals with above
mentioned complicatedness. In this work, the traditional technique of
the template coding, in which two consecutive frames are measured, is
enhanced by a ‘dynamic model’ of the template. The dynamic
property of template selection is attained by means of an energy
interpolation of consecutive frame data over certain duration, instead
of only two consecutive frame data. Moreover, a coherent histogram
representation is introduced to construct accurate template to
accomplish development in compression. The implemented proficient
template matching technique predicts accurate template, thus reducing
the processing time and overheads in processing. This makes it a
strong candidate for an edge computing. The attained simulation
outcome exposes that, the implemented approach provides precise
template localization, thus enhancing the accurateness in coding and
the coding speed, when compared over traditional template-based
compression models. This enables the use of this approach in real time
traffic surveillance applications, which is a foremost requirement of a
smart city infrastructure.
5.2 PROPOSED METHOD
5.2.1 TEMPLATE BASED CODING

In a variety of video compression schemes, template-based
coding is favored for video compression owing to its reduced
computational complication and thus offering the fast processing.
Among various techniques, an ANN was offered in [103]. This
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technique offers a data portioning depending on hierarchical extension
and k-mean clustering to develop a template block. The technique is
practiced on overlapped block size and obtains a residual error which
is dependent on the direct evaluation of the information of two
consecutive frames. In [104] a TMP was described to build up
compression framework. The TMP technique obtain the self similarity
content of the two consecutive frame details and obtain the frame
correlation dependent on the distance measure of neighbor and current
pixels. This representation exploits the static pixel information to set
up a template match. Accordingly in this technique, motion details are
not deployed. To develop the TMP in [102], an energy interpolation of
static frame content by means of histogram is introduced. This
technique describes a temporal and spatial localization of template that
depends on histogram mapping. In the procedure of temporal coding, a
group of histogram describing the temporal template for diverse slices
of the frames is introduced. The established histogram correlation Ed
is classified into a set of temporal matching histogram, Ec where

Ec  Ed .The classification of templates thus paves the way to quicker
localization of template design in the exploration process of motion
element in a specified video sample E s . In the exploration process, the
intersection of histogram template for temporal localization is
exploited. The intersection of the histogram is defined by Eq. (5.1) in
case of such coding, where EN denotes the normalized histogram for
the video observation.
 min
I  E s , Ed   im1



Eis  Eid 
E iN




(5.1)

The most important assumption in this representation is that a
high value for I Es , Ed  is predictive that time frame d contains part
of frame s . Accordingly, it is to be noticed that template classification
is performed by means of a temporal template, which is described in
dataset, and the dynamic property of the video content is disregarded.
Here, dynamicity is defined as the nonlinear dissimilarities in video
contents owing to vehicle flow, which is unpredictable. It is significant
to observe that in these dynamic contents, maximum energy contents
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are available and if it is not taken into account, it may pave the way to
erroneous template definition. Moreover in a variety of video samples
the disparities are non redundant, specifically, the foreground and
background moving, or foreground static-background moving,
foreground and background static moving and in several application
where the cameras are moved, in which a false motion is noticed
owing to movement of the camera. In such circumstances, the
template differentiation requires to be dynamic to accomplish higher
accurateness and rapid processing.
5.2.2 ENERGY INTERPOLATED TEMPLATE CODING

In traditional energy dependent template technique, two
consecutive frames are taken into consideration for processing
function. It is obvious that the accurateness of this technique will not
be sufficient if video contents are varying dynamically. As a result, it
is necessary to encompass a dynamic template representation to
prevail over the problems occurring from distortions in video data.
Accordingly, in this chapter, a dynamic template representation
depending on the video content is obtained through few consecutive
frames histogram correlation. A multi-frame inter correlative frame
error is calculated depending on the recurrent frame histogram
correlation. In this scheme, for a specified video sample, every frame
energies is calculated, and an energy set is described as given in Eq.
(5.2), where, Ei indicates the energy histogram for all frames of a
video file and N corresponds to the number of frames.

Ei (m)  EmN , Ei (mN  1),....Ei (mN )

(5.2)

To calculate the frame error F  for the specified two frame
data, in which the energy interpolates are evaluated to derive energy
difference as given by Eq. (5.3)
Fi, E (m)  Ei,t m  Ei,t 1 m

(5.3)

The set of frame correlation on energy plane is evaluated, and
an optimal value is selected from the attained frame errors for the
gratifying condition of min Fi, E (m)  . For obtaining the frame
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interpolation template, a reference energy histogram is attained from a
consecutive frame data observed for certain duration. In addition, a
histogram normalization course is derived by a weight parameter for
optimizing the template estimation as given by Eq. (5.4), where



V ( K )  V0 m,V m....VM 1 mT
described for every frame.

 denotes

a set of frame weight

Ei ( K )  Ei K V K 

(5.4)

The values are arbitrarily initialized and proliferated to a
minimal error value in a repeated manner. The Fi, E (m) is
subsequently updated as in Eq. (5.5)
Fi, E (m)  Ei,t m  Ei, mV (m)

(5.5)

An initial error value of frame error Fi, E ,0 is recorded,and the
frame error Fi, E (m) is updated for the entire consecutive frames. For
all the iteration, the weight values are updated depending on Fi, E ,0
and the histogram energy as shown in Eq. (5.6).

EiT m 
N

1
m
V (m  1)  V (m)   i  0
F
2 i , E ,0
Ei (m)

(5.6)

The weight value is modified with a step size  that is
exploited to manage the weight value to a steady update instead of an
arbitrary update. The deviation in the bin disparity of the histogram is
subsequently incorporated over a period of 0 to N as given by Eq.
(5.7), in which incorporating the approximation, over ‘ N ’ observation
phase accumulates the evaluation of ‘ N ’ inter-frame errors.
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(5.7)

All the frames with minimum estimate error are subsequently
chosen as the selected histogram bin, and an intersection bin is then
obtained from Eq. (5.1). This template selection results in the
assortment of template region for any motion constraint with reduced
correlative Fi, E ,0 . The implemented approach is depicted in Fig. 5.1.

Figure 5-1:Energy correlative template selection scheme

The k-NN representation is exploited for the interpolation of
the frame back in decoder unit. A signature is deployed with motion
constraint for the entire template regions, and the noticeable template
region is interpolated by the duplication of reference template to
redevelop the video frame. To authenticate the suggested approach, an
executionis performed for the introduced system in evaluation to
traditional energy approach and template-dependent compression
scheme.
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5.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.3.1 PROCEDURE

The suggested system was simulated in MATLAB 8.1 and
verified for applications in real time traffic surveillance. The
daytimetest sample was captivated from city of Pune (India) traffic
flow by means of a rotating capturing camera mounted over a junction
point. The video samples were captured at 25fps. A frame sample of
captivated video is revealed in Fig. 5.2.

Figure 5-2:Captured sample of a traffic surveillance camera

5.3.2 PROCESSED OUTPUT

For operating the captivated video sample, a frame reading is
performed at a frame time skip of ten frames to attain motion
information that is dominant. The extorted frames for processing are
revealed in Fig 5.3.
Extracted frames

Figure 5-3:Extracted frames for processing
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The frames are chosen to comprise three different motion
constraints, in which the foreground is noticed to be moving that
includes certain moving vehicles, the background is stationary that
reflects the tree, sign boards, and a false motion design owing to
camera motion is obtained which provides a motion effect to
stationary roads, footpath and static environment. A template
extraction to this captivated frame is performed by means of TMP
[104] and HIST [102] that are distinguished with the suggested EIHIST.
The template adopted for compression model in terms of TMP
template matching is obtained depending on the assessment of
consecutive frames. The attained template for mapping is exposed in
Fig. 5.4.
Predicted Motion Elements-TMP

Figure 5-4:TMP dependent template coefficient [104]

For the calculation of template more efficiently, energy
prediction representation by means of histogram feature as sketched
out in [102] is introduced. The attained template coefficient by means
of HIST is revealed in Fig. 5.5.
Predicted Motion Elements-En-HIST

Figure 5-5:Template derived by deploying Histogram mapping [102]

The attained template for video compression by means of the
suggested EI-HIST is revealed in Fig 5.6. The finest coarseness in the
assortment of moving constituent depending on the interpolation
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scheme could be noticed. The finer calculation results in lower
coefficients, thus attaining better compression.
Predicted Motion Elements-En-EI-HIST

Figure 5-6:Template derived from EI-HIST

The processing accurateness and computational overhead are
calculatedwith respect to accuracy in recovered frame data and the
time consumed for encoding and decoding of the introduced system.
The resultant frame by the interpolation by means of TMP, HIST, and
EI-HIST is revealed in Fig. 5.7, Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 correspondingly.
Recovered Frame TMP

Figure 5-7:Recovered frame by deploying TMP technique
Recovered Frame En-HIST

Figure 5-8:Recovered frame by deploying HIST technique
Recovered Frame En-EI-HIST

Figure 5-9:Recovered frame by deploying EI-HIST technique
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5.3.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYS

The computation of the established system is calculatedwith
respect to the actual motion element detected. The coefficient
calculation for the traditional technique and suggested technique is
given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Motion coefficients stated by the three established
techniques

Methods
TMP [104] HIST [102] EI-HIST
Parameter value
Original Sample Size

765952

765952

765952

Motion Element detected

168120

205202

542884

Redundant coefficients

597832

560750

223068

Data Overhead

56.94%

46.65%

17.63%

The accurateness of these three established techniques is
distinguished by the attained PSNR, where MSE is given in Eq. (5.8
and 5.9) in which denotes the original and frames and points out the
interpolated frames

 max I 2 

PSNR  10 log 
 MSE 



MSE 



(5.8)



2
1
iM 01  Nj01 I  I '
MN

(5.9)
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The assessment of the PSNR attained for the established
technique is revealed in Fig. 5.10. The PSNR for the energy
interpolation part is noticed to be superior owing to spectral domain
processing instead of time domain processing. On considering the
TMP technique, coding part stores further redundant data that causes
error in decoding process that consequence in lower PSNR value.
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Figure 5-10:PSNR evaluation for the introduced scheme

The template model has an effect on the performance time
depending on the obtained template region. The precise region
recognition results in advanced interpolation accurateness and low
calculation duration. The evaluated time delay for processing that is
processed over Intel(R) core i5 CPU at 2.3GHz processor, is revealed
in Fig. 5.11. An enhancement of 0.3 Sec and 0.8 sec is noticed in
assessment to the traditional TMP and Histogram interpolation
schemes correspondingly.
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Figure 5-11:Computation time plot for the three introduced schemes
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Figure 5-12:Overhead annotations of the introduced schemes
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The noticed overhead in processing data for the three schemes
is accessible in Fig 5.12. The eradication of data redundancy causes
reduction of data overhead in the evaluation process. It is found to be
minimized by 29% and 39% in assessment to HIST and TMP
techniques correspondingly.
5.3.4 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Here, computation time, data overhead, motion element
detected, MSE, PSNR, redundant coefficients and SSIM are
computedin terms of various observations.
Accordingly, in the first observation, eight frames are taken into
account, in second observation, 10 frames are considered, in third
observation, 15 frames are taken into account, and in fourth
observation, 25 frames are focused. From Fig. 5.13, the computational
time of the proposed EI-HIST at 1st observation is 82.85% better than
TMP and 70% better than HIST approaches. Similarly, from Fig. 5.14,
the data overhead at 1st observation is 67.27% superior to TMP and
60% superior to HIST scheme. Also, from Fig. 5.15, the motion
element detection at 1st observation is 67.24% better than TMP and
68.51% better than HIST techniques. Moreover, from Fig. 5.16, the
error analysis of proposed scheme at 2nd observation is 71.42%
superior to TMP and HIST models. From Fig. 5.17, the PSNR of the
implemented scheme is 14.71% better than TMP approach. Also, from
Fig. 5.18, the redundant coefficient of the suggested scheme at 3rd
observation is 78.57% superior to TMP and 12% superior to HIST
methods. Also, from Fig. 5.19, the SSIM of suggested technique at 4th
observation is 60% superior to TMP model. Thus the enhancement of
the proposed EI-HIST in terms of frames observation has been
substantiated successfully.
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Figure 5-13: Computation analysis of the suggested and traditional schemes

Figure 5-14: Data overhead analysis of the suggested and traditional schemes
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Figure 5-15: Motion element analysis of the suggested and traditional schemes

Figure 5-16: Error analysis of the suggested and traditional schemes
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Figure 5-17: PSNR analysis of the suggested and traditional schemes

Figure 5-18: Redundant co efficiency analysis of the suggested and traditional schemes
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Figure 5-19: SSIM analysis of the suggested and traditional schemes

5.4 SUMMARY

The effectiveness of template-dependent video compression is
based on the precise description of template region. Since the
erroneous interpretation raises the delay factor and processing
overhead, an oversampled template reduces the accuracy of
interpolation. In this chapter, an energy interpolated template coding
depending on inter correlative histogram was implemented. The
traditional representation of template match prediction and histogram
based coding was distinguished with the implemented energy
interpolated histogram coding. The simulation outcome attained for
the suggested approach analyzed over a traffic surveillance data
demonstrated a superior coding precision together with enhancement
in coding speed owing to precise template derivation. Thereby,
allowing this approach to be a strong contender for real time
surveillance applications.
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CHAPTER 6. DATA DIFFUSION THROUGH
WIRELESS MEDIA
6.1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, traffic surveillance remains as a fundamental
attribute in smart city conception, where rotating camera is favoured
over static cameras. Inspiration regarding this replacement is for
minimizing the expenditure of overall cost of ownership and data
transmission. For modeling an optimal wireless smart city area
network in the case of VS systems, some important areas should be
focused, i.e., transmission efficiency, edge computing at transmission
nodes, data congestion and so on. The final intention is to accomplish
the received video streams with high quality regardless of data
transmission that is compressed. Certain investigational procedures in
this field are significant. For instance, SSIM based RDO in wireless
environments is an effectual approach for improving the video quality.
On the other hand, existing scheme does not focus on the congestion
of network, which inspired in presenting a novel video streaming
technique dependent on a new packet data queue management system.
It is dependent on a SSIM technique that integrates the ROA
approaches as a function. The investigational outcomes reveal that the
suggested DMTC can accomplish improved data throughput and
increased video quality.
6.1.1 SSIM-RDO VIDEO STREAMING

For ERC, the exploitation of SSIM-RDO in video streaming is
extremely common in recent times. The motivation behind this is
SSIM performs better than conventional techniques, such as MSE and
PSNR, that have established to be reliable with human observation.
Accordingly, the implemented algorithm exploits the theory of SSIMRDO that is essential to identify the contents of the same. In [42], the
SSIM-RDO dependent ERC method for H.264/AVC is suggested. To
develop the wireless video streaming computation, an arithmetical
association was obtained via the LO scheme to attain the reduced
distortion. In addition, the SSIM is deployed as an distortion measure,
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and LM with reduced complexity for SSIM-dependent RDO for errorfree coding is obtained primarily. The SSIM- dependent decoding for
minimizing the distortion is established in encoder to manipulate
ERVC. It is valuable to note that, in SSIM dependent technique, the
LM is hypothetically obtained from SSE based LO procedure, thus
minimizing arithmetical complication.
6.1.2 SSIM-DEPENDENT RDO FORMULATION DEPENDING ON SSEBASED RDO

In video processing, the desired encoding mode could be
described by attaining the best trade-off among the attained video
quality and quantity of coding bits. This problem could be designed
[42] as in Eq. (6.1), that points out that the video encoder has to
reduce the perceptible distortion ‘ D ’ with the quantity of encoding
bits amount ‘ V ’,subsequent to the parameters of bits amount ‘ Vc ’ by
choosing the suitable encoding mode ‘ m ’ [42].

min mDsubject to V  Vc

(6.1)

Here, the LO scheme is exploited as specified in Eq. (6.2), to
formulate the objective.

min m jwith j  D  V

(6.2)

where, ‘ j ’ indicates LO cost and ‘  ’ denotes the LM for
RDO
In general, in LO, the distortion measures, such as SAD and
SSE, are metrics of video quality. Moreover, the LM is exploited to
adjust the SAD or SSE dependent distortion and the quantity of coding
bits. Accordingly, in this chapter, SSIM is deployed to determine the
distortion unit. The SSIM index is evaluated to calculate the
relativeness of contrast, local luminance, and structure among a
distorted image and an original image independently. The SSIM index
is computed in windows for the two images with varied block sizes.
For two images windows of block y and x , the local SSIM index of
the two images is specified as specified in Eq. (6.3), where, ‘  xy
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’,denotes the cross-correlation, ‘  x ’ indicates the standard deviation,
and ‘  x ’ points out the mean among the two image windows.
SSIM ( x, y ) 

2 x  y  G1 2 xy  G2 

 x2   2y  G1  x2   2y  G2 

(6.3)

The ‘ G1 ’ and ‘ G2 ’ are employed to sustain the constancy
when the variances and means are close to 0. The LO method from
[42] could be designed as in Eq. (6.4), when the coding distortion is
determined by means of SSIM-based distortion, where, DSSIM
indicates the SSIM-based distortion and “ SSIM ” denotes the LM for
the SSIM-dependent RDO.
min j
m

with j  DSSIM  SSIM .V

(6.4)

As the distortion is notedin terms of the SSIM metric, ‘ SSIM ’
must be selected appropriately to acquire the optimal tradeoff among
the SSIM-based interruption and the coding bits quantity. Therefore,
the core issue for SSIM-based RDO is to find out the SSIM-based LM
‘ SSIM ’.The LM ‘ SSIM ’ for SSIM based RDO can be designed by
just scaling the ‘ SSE ’ for a fixed scaling factor ‘ f ’. As a result, the
SSIM-dependent LM can be attained as shown by Eq. (6.5).

 DSSE

 DSSIM  f
SSIM 

V
V



  1 . DSSE  SSE
f V
f

(6.5)

Therefore, for the SSIM-based LO development, it could be
designed by only leveling the existing SSE-based LO model [105]
with a fixed parameter ‘ f ’ as specified by Eq. (6.6).

min
 
m

SSE DSSE SSE
 SSE 


.V

with
f
f
f
 f 
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6.1.3 SSIM-BASED ERVC

According to this scheme, for offering the network optimality,
the NAL and the VCL are modeled for H.264/AVC in terms of VC
criterion. The VCL functions for the compression action while; the
NAL is executed to present the resources of accurate distribution at
the network level. Generally, the transmission channel is erroneous
and time-varying for wireless communication. Moreover, an
independent channel representation is exploited for the reduction of an
error throughout the propagation of signal. With the knowledge of the
BER, the packet loss probability ‘  ’ of the transmission channel for a
NAL unit including ‘ L ’ bits are linked as in Eq. (6.7).

  1  1  ber L

(6.7)

Throughout the encoding procedure, the video streams are
separated into frame slices symbolized as sn, m . For the mth slice, the
BER is denoted by bern, m in the n th frame, which is the packet loss
rate for slice and is the BER channel for the transmission of the mth
slice of the n th frame. The LM ‘ SSIM ’ was attuned to attain the
objective of the ERC to a least value. The LM was established and
progressed depending on the “distortion metric”, DSSIM . As the
distortion evaluation is carried out at the final stage of encoder, a
module in the encoder is integrated, to model the process of decoding
with the assistance of acknowledgement notification that informs the
encoder if the transmitted packet is delivered or undelivered to the
receiver. While encoding the n frame, for an acknowledgement
notification of ‘ nr ’ frame received by the encoder, the encoding data
is accumulated and the integrated decoding unit decodes the ‘ nr ’
frame and obtains the decoded frames, which are expected from nr  1
to the n  1 frame. When the expectations of the decoded reference
frames or the decoded reference frames are provided, the pixel values
were attained. Accordingly, the decoding distortion that is expected is
obtained by the Eq. (6.8), where, bn, m, k points out the original MB,
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e

n

bn,cm, k denotes the hidden error MB with packet loss and bn,lm, k
signifies the decoded MB devoid of packet loss.







EDSSIM n,m,k   1   n,m .SSIM bn,m,k , bnec,m,k  1   n,m SSIM bn,m,k , bnn,lm,k
(6.8)
The appropriate modification of the LM dependent on the
distortion measure is calculated as given in Eq. (6.9).











e
n
 DSSIM (V ) 1   n,m .SSIM bn,m,k , bnc,m,k  1   n,m SSIM bn,m,k , bn,lm,k
SSIM 


V
V
 n,m .SSIM bn,m,k , bnec,m,k 1   n,m SSIM bn,m,k , bnn,lm,k

Vn,m,k
Vn,m,k
'











(6.9)
Approximately, it is specified as given in Eq. (6.10), where‘
SSIM ’ points out the LM for the RDO in the error-free surroundings.



n,m



.SSIM bn,m,k , bne,cm,k
Vn,m,k

  1   SSIM b
n,m

n,m,k

Vn , m , k

, bnn,lm,k



SSIM

(6.10)

When the LM, ‘ SSIM ' ’ is attuned to be less than ‘ SSIM ’ the
ERC- RDO could choose additional intra-coded macroblocks to hold
back the error propagation. Eq. (6.10) points out that‘ SSIM ' ’ is
adjusted in an adaptive manner to be less than ‘ SSIM ’ with the varied
rates of packet loss to endorse the robustness of error in the video
streaming process.
6.2 FL-SSIM-RDO APPROACH

It is observed that, for error resilience coding, the SSIM-RDO
technique is found to be simpler and effectual for video streaming.
Accordingly, on considering video streaming over a wireless channel
for traffic surveillance, it is to be made certain that the visual quality
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and the transmission rate requires to be good for improved monitoring.
In traffic surveillance applications, owing to remote capturing, the
assigned resources will be restricted. In such a situation, appropriate
intermediate node support and exploitation of resources is extremely
necessitated to attain improved performance. On the other hand,
devoid of the control of data flow this resilience may not consequence
in effectual visualization at the monitoring end owing to an acquired
latency problem. Therefore with this error resilience, a rate allocation
is essential in order to attain the objective of an increased throughput
with improved visualization. In the SSIM-RDO scheme, the SSIMbased video coding considered the SSIM as distortion metric among
the received and original videos. The SSIM has presented the
structural similarity among the recovered and the original videos. If
the SSIM is increased, the quality of service or vice versa will also be
increased. Though error resilience coding is necessary to develop the
visualization, congestion in the channel would corrupt its
performance. Therefore, the access controlling is further required with
error controlling. Thus, both the objectives are obtained altogether by
the implemented scheme.
In this chapter, all the intermediate nodes are taken into
account to be a router. Thus, every node practices heavy traffic, which
may cause congestion at the particular node. For prevailing over this
problem, queue management is deployed. The CLO of video stream
traffic at the router level was implemented in [107]. The technique of
coding was established at NAL, in which the queue dependent
congestion control subsequent to the relative QoS, and AQMis
mapped for scheduling the traffic flow rate. The CLO scheme is said
to be the CA-AQM approach on an evaluated queue length, and it
obtains the dropping probability d (t ) or packet Enqueue depending on
the data traffic that has been received. At VCL, the video source is
blocked into segments and transmitted to NAL for rate distribution.
The technique calculates the d (t ) as given by Eq. (6.11), where,
min th indicates the least queue threshold and max th denotes the
highest queue limit.
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0;
q(t )  min th

d (t )  
1;
q(t )  max th

q(t )  min th
; otherwise
max p 
max th  min th


(6.11)

According to the approach of
CA-AQM,
the
drop
probability is adapted as given by Eq. (6.12), where, pt  denotes the
cost in time t and  indicates the stable value 1.001 which is
described as REM.
d (t )  1    pt 

(6.12)

The price varies from time to time on the basis of the average queue
length, input rate, and output rate of the queue. The CA-AQM model
governs the traffic flow by dropping or accommodating the video
packets depending on the significance of packet to drop and the
probability index. The cost is increased if the input rate goes beyond
the output rate, or else, it is decreased. The recommended controlling
approach of CA-AQMis sketched in Fig. 6.1, where, U (i) points out
the importance index of i packet in the queue.
Even though the above mentioned techniques of CA-AQM and
SSIM-RDO schemes are introduced as rate control to video quality
estimation, they were deficit in providing optimal rate controlling
depending on the channel distortion level. As pointed out earlier, in
[42], the ‘network property’ is ignored, while in [107] the ‘error
factor’ is ignored. Therefore, it is essential to include an integrated
approach of data rate controlling along with error control in video
monitoring for improved quality visualization. With this intention in
this work, a flow control design depending on enhanced error metric
and queue management is obtained as given below.
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Evaluate the average queue
length q1(t) in period t

Receive packet σ

Evaluate the drop probability
d(t), Randomize a number µ

No

if (d(t)< µ )

Drop the packet σ with
U=argiε[L]minU(i)

Yes
Enqueue packet σ

Figure 6-1:Flow diagram for CA-AQM

6.2.1 FLOW CONTROL BASED ON CONGESTION LEVEL

The queue management method as outlined in [107], it is
noticed that the level of congestion is managed at two levels and d (t )
is subsequently described as of one or zero as specified in Eq.(6.11). It
is noticed that traffic flow below min th is regarded as a non“congestive zone” and higher than max th is regarded as a “congestive
zone”. The region lying among min th and max th limitsare considered
as a “random zone”, in which the packets were arbitrarily dropped or
enqueued depending on d (t ) .
However, in contemplation of traffic flow and error resilience,
a flow control depending on video streaming is implemented, which is
referred as “FL-SSIM-RDO”. The implemented approach is described
as; under the restraint of node congestion, deploy queue management
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with the ROA as portrayed in Eq. (6.13), where, Valloc (t ) denotes the
ROA, t indicates the incremental data rate, Qcurrent implies the
present length of queue, Qmin specifies lowest limit of queue, Qmax
defines the highest limit of queue and V (t ) points out the full rate.


 V (t )  t
if Qcurrent  Qmin

Valloc (t )  V (t )  t  d (t )  if Qmin  Qcurrent  Qmax

V (t )
if Qcurrent  Qmax
 V (t ) 
d
(
t
)


(6.13)

It can be noticed that from Eq. (6.13), the assigned data rate is
changing with reference to the congestion level of node. In case, if the
Qcurrent is at the least point, then, the data would be assigned with an
augmentation of ‘ t ’.If Qcurrent lies among the maximum and
minimum levels, the assigned data rate will be based on the dropping
probability depending on Eq. (6.11). Likewise, if the current queue
length goes beyond the maximum queue length, that signifies the level
of congestion, the assigned data rate will differ on the basis of the
dropping probability, that is, the assigned data rate would be
minimum.
Based on Eq. (6.13), the data rate assigned is changing in
common. In addition, it has an effect on the modifications of the LM
given in Eq. (6.9), and could be updated as shown by Eq. (6.14).
SSIM  FL ' 



n, m











e
n
 DSSIM (Valloc(t )) 1  n, m .SSIM bn, m, k , bn,cm, k  1  n, m SSIM bn, m, k , bn,lm, k


Valloc(t )
Vallocn, m, k  (t )



.SSIM bn, m, k , bne,cm, k
Vallocn, m, k  (t )

  1   SSIM b
n, m

n, m, k

, bnn,lm, k



Vallocn, m, k  (t )

(6.14)
Eq. (6.14) could also be indicated as given by Eq. (6.15).
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n,m



.SSIM bn,m,k , bne,cm,k
Vallocn,m,k  (t )

  1   SSIM b
n,m

n,m,k

Vallocn,m,k  (t )

, bnn,lm,k

  

SSIM

(6.15)

From Eq. (6.15), it can be noticed that the LM is based on the
rate assigned for a specific n th slice in the mth frame. As a result, by
adjusting the assigned data rate, SSIM is also attuned, and it offers a
proficient congestion free and error resilient coding. From the Eq.
(6.15), the SSIM-dependent LM in Eq. (6.5) can be updated as in Eq.
(6.16).



 DSSIM

if Qcurrent  Qmin
V (t )  t

 DSSIM 
 DSSIM
SSIM  FL 
if Qmin  Qcurrent  Qmax

Valloc (t ) V (t )  t  d (t ) 
 DSSIM

if Qcurrent  Qmax

V (t )
V
(
t
)


d (t )

(6.16)
From Eq. (6.16), it is obvious that the modification of the LM
in LO approach is based on the assigned data rate. For the evaluated
distortion DSSIM and for the evaluated LM, the LO scheme (6.2), can
be updated as in Eq. (6.17), where, ‘ DSSIM indicates the SSIMdependent distortion and ‘ SSIM  FL ’ indicates the LM for the FLSSIM-dependent RDO.
min j
m

with j  DSSIM  SSIM  FL .V
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Qi
Qmin
Qmax
V(t)

Yes
Qi< Qmin

SSIM  FL 

No

 DSSIM
 DSSIM

Valloc (t )
V (t )  t

Constraint to
min j with j  DSSIM   SSIM  FL .V

m

Yes

Qi< Qmax

Valloc (t )  V (t )  t  d (t ) 

No

SSIM  FL 

 DSSIM
 DSSIM

Valloc (t )
V (t )  t  d (t ) 

Constraint to
with j  DSSIM  SSIM  FL .V

min j
m

Valloc (t )  V (t ) 

 SSIM  FL 

V (t )
d (t )

 DSSIM
 DSSIM

V (t )
Valloc (t )
V (t ) 
d (t )

Constraint to
min j with j  DSSIM   SSIM  FL .V

m

Valloc (t )

Figure 6-2:Flowchart of FL-SSIM-RDO Algorithm
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6.3 DMTC APPROACH

From the queue management method, it is noted that the
congestion level is controlled at two levels and d (t ) is illustrated as of
‘one’ or ‘zero’ as specified by Eq. (6.11). In addition, it is noticed;
traffic flow beneath min th is measured as a non-congestive zone and
beyond max th is measured as a congestive zone. The area between
these two limits is obtained as a random zone, in which the packets
have arbitrarily been enqueued or dropped depending on d (t ) as
shown by Eq. (6.13). To initiate the nonlinear distortion variations
owing to dynamic channel circumstances, subsequent feasible cases
emerge as second monitoring constraint.
Case 1: Under Invariant Channel Condition
In the transmission system, in which the channel is timeinvariant, a fixed scaling factor could be described. Based on Eq.
(6.13), the data rate allocated is found to be dynamic. This further
influences on the adjustment of the LM as portrayed by Eq. (6.8). The
LM in this caseis described by Eq. (6.18), where E is specified as in
Eq. (6.19).

'SSIM  DMTC 

E

(6.18)

Vallocn, m, k  (t )









Where, E  1   n,m .SSIM bn,m,k , bne,cm,k  1   n,m SSIM bn,m,k , bnn,lm,k




n,m



.SSIM bn ,m,k , bne,cm,k
Vallocn ,m,k  (t )

  1   SSIM b
n,m

n,m,k

Vallocn,m,k  (t )

(6.19)
It can also be addressed as shown in Eq. (6.15).
Now, LM can be modified as;
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 DSSIM

if Qcurrent  Qmin
V (t )  t


 DSSIM
SSIM  DMTC  
if Qmin  Qcurrent  Qmax


V
(
t
)


t

d
(
t
)

 DSSIM

if Qcurrent  Qmax

V (t )
V
(
t
)


d (t )


(6.20)

For the measured distortion DSSIM and for the measured LM

SSIM  DMTC , the LO scheme can be modified as given by Eq. (6.21),
where, ‘ SSIM  DMTC ’ indicates the LM.
min j
m

with j  DSSIM  SSIM  DMTC .V

(6.21)

Case 2: Under Variant Channel Condition
In this condition noise effects are very dynamic. Therefore, SI
measure for channel distortion estimation is not much effective [43]
and hence, conventional SSIM technique also not effective. Therefore,
said approach has to be modified to a cumulative distortion SSIM as
given in Eq. (6.22)

CDSSIM  1  SSIM

(6.22)

In the dynamic interference state, the integrated distortion
inference is exploited for the LO function, portrayed by the
assessment of network estimate. For the reduction of distortion, an
optimization regression approach that reduces the I/O dependent
residual is extracted. The regression coefficient attained by the
summation of absolute value is further illustrated as [43] given in Eq.
(6.23), in which ‘ n ’ indicates the entire amount of blocks in group of
blocks. The expression W denotes the RC vector,  indicates the
regularization factorand W0 denotes the intercept.
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1 n

T 2
min 
 CDSSIM  W0  W I i   W 
W0 ,W  2n i 1


(6.23)

The regression coefficient is then defined by replacing the
Lagrange regularize factor as given by Eq. (6.24), in which ' SSIM
denotes the regularizing factor by means of SI measure at the assigned
transmission rate, and CDSSIM signifies the distortion calculated over
an observation period.





1 n

T 2
min 
 CDSSIM  W0  W I i  SSIM ' W 
W0 ,W  2n i 1


(6.24)

The adopted approach has the concept of duel metric
observations for reducing the distortion, in which the SI measure is
deployed as a measuring constraint for ROA by means of W0 , W and

' SSIM to optimize CDSSIM. Therefore, the duel metric optimization
attains the distortion minimization and data rate allocation beneath
dynamic noise condition. The ROA beneath variant channel condition
is based on the cumulative error function. It is portrayed by the
optimization of regression constraint, in which the reduction of
cumulative distortion error owing to SI is performed. The Lagrange
regulator and the CDSSIM constraints are noted for ROA. The
described rate allocation is subsequently described as specified by Eq.
(6.25).
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n
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SSIM  DMTC



















(6.25)
Accordingly, the allocation issueis portrayed as a LO function

 SSIM , that is a function of allocation data rate with respect to SI
measure. The variant is calculated as a factor of cumulative distortion
measure ( CDSSIM ), in the dynamic conditions which has to be
optimized for rate allocation. If the minimization cost function is
fulfilled, the ROA is raised by a factor of t under the constraint of
minimum threshold. Under similar condition, if the regression model
could not attain an optimization value, the allocation rate is minimized
to attain the convergence of reduced distortion. Beneath the
intermediate region, the data are dropped in an arbitrary approach
depending on d (t ) and the allocation is managed and subjected to the
reduction of regression error. The identical process is done with the
maximum bound limit for two observing cases. Moreover, the data
traffic is completely blocked under the state of convergence not
meeting to the reduction measure. The dual monitoring factor results
in maximum accurateness and increased throughput beneath dynamic
channel condition. Accordingly, the cumulative distortion results in
reduction of distortion in channel variant condition. As the distortion
is noticed in terms of the SSIM measure, the assigned rate is
'
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optimized with regard to node congestion in addition to the distortion
probability in video coding. The implemented approach for DMTCSSIM-RDO is specified in Fig. 6.3.
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Qi< Qmin

SSIM  DMTC 

No

 DSSIM
 DSSIM

Valloc (t )
V (t )  t

Constraint to
min j with j  DSSIM   SSIM  DMTC .V
Figure 6-3:Flow chart of suggested DMTC-RDO
Algorithm
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6.4 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Yes
Qi< Qmax

To execute the suggested scheme, a video compression scheme
at the VCL is deployed as established
of
t demonstration
Vallocby
(t ) [105].
 V (t ) The
d (t ) 
communication approach is revealed in Fig. 6.4. Moreover, the data
flowNo
for the traffic surveillance approach is illustrated in Fig. 6.5.
D
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with
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Figure 6-4:Communication model for traffic surveillance
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Wireless media

Monitoring centre

Intermediate hop node

Transmitting unit

Capturing unit

Figure 6-5:Operational data flow for traffic surveillance

At VCL, the captivated video is simulated for compression.
The components for motion are derived by means of a RBM model. In
addition, the derived motion vectors are compressed by means of a
stream out to NAL and entropy encoder. At every node, the NAL
calculates the present congestion level and evaluates the rate of
transmission that is allocated in contemplation with the error
constraint as concise previously. To estimate the implemented scheme,
an objective and subjective investigation of the introduced approach
are performed based on the SSIM dependent ROA technique. The
performance of the implemented approach is calculatedwith regard to
the SSIM, e2e delay, throughput, assigned data rate and the node
overhead.
A network layout with a captivating node, a monitoring center,
and two intermediate hop nodes is established as demonstrated in Fig.
6.6. The Fig. 6.7 demonstrates the sequence that is captivated from a
traffic junction. The captivating unit is established at the prevailing
traffic light poles with a revolution of 3600 orientation, and the video
is captivated from a high resolution camera with a 272 x 352 pixel
resolution at a frame rate of 25fps.For video sample processing, the
captivated video sequence is taken as frames that are obtained at a
bounce of five frames to simplify the performance overhead. The
obtained frame deployed for processing is revealed in Fig.
6.8.Recovery of frames is doneby means of traditional SSIM-RDO,
devoid of DFC as shown in Fig. 6.9. Recovery of frames is madeby
means of SSIM-RDO together with DFC is given by Fig. 6.10 and
Fig. 6.11.
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Figure 6-6:Network model deployed for execution

The network factors exploited
communication is described in Table 6.1.

for

the

Table 6.1: Network Constraints
Network Constraints

Values

Node placement
Transmission range
MAC protocol
Number of nodes
Network area
Qmin
Memory size / node, (M)
Qmax
Initial blockage probability

Static
40 units
IEEE 802.11
4
25 x 25
0.15xM
3M
0.75xM
0.1
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Figure 6-7:Captivated video data surveillance

Figure 6-8:Processing frames for the captivated video sequence

Figure 6-9:Recovered frame by means of SSIM-RDO model
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Figure 6-10:Recovered frame by means of FC model

Figure 6-11:Recovered frame by means of DMTC model

Fig. 6.12, Fig. 6.13, Fig. 6.14 to Fig. 6.15 demonstrate quality
metrics of data transmission, that is, throughput, route overhead,
allocated data rate and e2e delay of SSIM-RDO, flow control and
DMTC scheme for non-variant channel conditions. According to this
execution, ideal channel is considered, that is almost without noise.
The figures demonstrates that the computation of DMTC is improved
than prevailing schemes of SSIM-RDO technique owing to the DFC
system of DMTC.
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Figure 6-12:Network overhead plot

Figure 6-13:Throughput plot for the suggested model
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Figure 6-14:e2e delay for introduced scheme

Figure 6-15: Assigned data rate plot for introduced scheme
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6.4.1 EXAMINATION UNDER DIVERSE CHANNEL CONDITIONS

Case 1 Variance = 0.1 (Figs. 6.16, 6.17, 6.18, 6.19)
Fig. 6.20, Fig. 6.21, Fig. 6.22 and Fig. 6.23 demonstrate
throughput, route overhead, allocated data rate and e2e delay of SSIMRDO, FC without DMTC and with DMTC at variance = 0.1.
Accordingly, in this execution, channel noise level at 10% is
considered. The graph demonstrates that the computation of DMTC is
improved than conventional model of SSIM-RDO due to the effectual
DFC in DMTC scheme. There are certain enhancements in DMTC
from its corresponding item i.e. FC devoid of noise evaluation.

Figure 6-16:Noised sample

Figure 6-17:Recovered sample by SSIM model
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Figure 6-18:Recovered sample by means of FC model

Figure 6-19:Recovered sample by means of DMTC model

Figure 6-20:Route overhead plot
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Figure 6-21:Network throughput plot

Figure 6-22:e2e delay plot
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Figure 6-23:Assigned data rate plot

Case 2 Variance = 0.3 (Figs. 6.24, 6.25, 6.26, 6.27)
Fig. 6.28, 6.29, 6.30 and 6.31 show throughput, route
overhead, allocated data rate and e2e delay of SSIM-RDO, FC
(DMTC without channel noise) and DMTC scheme at variance = 0.3.
According to this execution, channel noise level at 30% was
measured. The graph reveals that the computation of DMTC is
improved than conventional scheme of SSIM-RDO owing to its
efficient DFC in DMTC mechanism. In addition, there exists some
enhancement in DMTC from its corresponding item, i.e. FC exclusive
of noise contemplation. In general, a raise in channel noise has an
effect on aforesaid quality metrics. However, it is obvious from the
graphs, DMTC scheme doesn’t allow it to reduce, instead it is more or
less stable. As a result, the suggested scheme is evaluated as an
enhancement in the performance.
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Figure 6-24:Noised sample

Figure 6-25:Recovered sample by means of SSIM model

Figure 6-26:Recovered sample by means of FC model
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Figure 6-27:Recovered sample by means of DMTC model

Figure 6-28:Route overhead plot

Figure 6-29:Network throughput plot
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Figure 6-30:e2e delay plot

Figure 6-31:Allocated data rate plot
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Case 3 Variance = 0.2 (Figs. 6.32, 6.33, 6.34, 6.35).
Fig. 6.32, Fig. 6.33, Fig. 6.34 and Fig. 6.35 show throughput,
route overhead, allocated data rate and e2e delay of SSIM-RDO, FC
with DMTC and without DMTC channel noise scheme at variance =
0.2.

Figure 6-32:Allocated data rate plot

Figure 6-33:End-to-end delay plot
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Figure 6-34:Route overhead plot

Figure 6-35:Network throughput plot
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6.5 SUMMARY

The innovation of the suggested DMTC approach is a
combination of the SSIM-RDO with data traffic congestion metric,
and the modeling of ERC with a increased traffic flow was offered. A
dynamic DFC with probabilistic route density was introduced to
manage the flow of captivated video data over a multi-hop IEEE
802.11e network representation. Accordingly, in this scheme, the
video quality enhancement was accomplished with ERC by means of
the SSIM constraint. The ERC was then enhanced for increased
throughput by means of DFC via ROA design. Moreover, from the
investigational outcomes, it was obvious that an enhancement in
system throughput together with video quality has been attained.
Regardless of the efficiency of the implemented algorithm, there exists
a scope for further development in this work. For example, with
enhanced motion vector prediction or enhanced variable block size
segmentation, H.265 codec can be deployed, thereby minimizing the
communication overheads and improving the data compression.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
SCOPE
7.1 INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of urban population throughout the globe
necessitates the urgency to find the smarter ways to address the
associated challenges. This concept has been accepted under the
banner of ‘Smart City’. Out of many avenues of smart city, we tried to
address some of the issues of ‘Smart Transportation’. Important and
foremost technology in intelligent transport system is vehicle
detection. This information can help central server to supervise the
flow of traffic and road congestions in real time.
In several real time applications, traffic surveillance has
expanded its significance depending on the speedy development in
vehicular traffic density and the seriousness in scrutinizing it. In
automatic analysis of traffic, the captured information regarding the
traffic video need to be investigated based on the remote monitoring
unit. In legacy realizations, numerous stationary video cameras were
implemented at the traffic junctions or on highways in order to capture
the traffic information of moving vehicles. From each camera, the
video streams were provided to the centralized scrutinizing network.
Thus, it was found to be desirable to direct the information to the
scrutinizing station at a better rate and with high visual precision.
Therefore, in our work we employed the rotating camera in place of
stationary one, further reducing the cost of ownership.
In the transmission process, the video frames were forwarded
in a multi-hop behavior in which, each position of link situated at a
particular distance directs to the information to the subsequent target.
In this routing process, the possibility of traffic occurs depending on
the uninterrupted and volumetric streaming of data. Hence, several
nodes were required to be made data traffic controlled in order to
attain maximum throughput.
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In many computer vision applications, strong and authentic
instant foreground identification approach was considered to be as a
critical concern. There has been substantial effort on identifying the
objects and examining the motion. On the other hand, such efforts
presupposes non-rotating camera. On the contrary, the difficulties
related to the identification of objects over an extensive area
depending on a rotating camera were addressed. Thus, a background
model was deployed in order to discriminate between the background
and the foreground objects. Background subtraction was defined to be
as a distinctive technique for identifying the foreground by comparing
each new frame based on an implemented scheme of the background
scene in image series, which is obtained from a camera. Typically,
motion compensation was made essential with respect to the relevant
background subtraction which was provided to the motionless
background. In fact, it was proved to be complicated to apprehend it to
satisfactory pixel accurateness. Motion identification with a motion
based viewing sensor has established substantial consideration of the
researchers. Here, real-time foreground partitioning was also regarded
to be as a challenging difficulty. This application includes
computerized visual surveillance, vehicle-borne VS, identification of
objects and tracking with camera and other capturing devices. In such
circumstances, background subtraction approach cannot be applied in
a direct manner. Motion compensation is essentially required to
balance for the motion that occurs due to the moving sensors.
Generally, a motion based approach related to the background was
assumed and hence, the parameters related to the motion were
predictable. Then, the background was recorded perfectly and the
foreground was identified based on the pixel level.
Several essential postulations were done so that, the motion
based approach was made adequately precise and thus, the constraints
of the motion based approach was also projected precisely. Similarly,
the sensing lenses were considered to be free from deformations.
Thus, these postulations were regarded to be more complicated for
recognition. These approaches were considered to be timeuncontrollable and thus, it was inappropriate for real-time
applications. Depending on the estimation of the motion based
approaches, the existing and the background image cannot deform and
record in an efficient manner. This difficulty was also met with respect
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to the sequential differentiation approach. The exploitation of
background modeling for the identification of the motion based object
is very familiar in various applications. In the scene such as VS, the
background modeling approach was implemented by attaining a
background image without motionless objects and such circumstances
were probably infrequent. Similarly in some circumstances, the
background was considered to be inaccessible and there arises a
variation in the clarification circumstances. Moreover, object was
eradicated or established from the scenes. Thus, several background
modeling approaches were implemented based on these challenges
and thus, it was required to make them more speedy and adaptive.
This chapter concludes the research work related to the
detection of moving objects in the VS system using several motion
estimation approaches. This approach was formulated to improve the
performance in terms of detecting the moving objects in the VS
system.
Here, it was seen that motion estimationapproaches
pooledwith coding schemeswere the most promising image processing
method for increasing robustness against the streaming of video
information with high quality. Thus the assortment of this motion
estimation based coding approach in VS system has emanated as an
indispensable research concept.This research work utilizes several
techniques for the effective detection of moving objects as well as the
efficient streaming of video information in VS system using several
motion estimation approaches. Thus, this research work involves the
effective streaming of video information in VS system by processing
several advanced techniques.
 The first work introduces the statistical background subtraction
model for identifying the moving objects in case for a rotating
camera. Here, the background model was evaluated in both
spatial and temporal domain with respect to the distribution of
each pixel in the background. With respect to this statistical
model, the current frames with each pixel were classified in to
foreground and background classes. From the simulation results
it was evident that, this approach attains better accuracy in terms
of template localization and thus leads to the improvement of
accurateness in coding and coding speed when compared with
the other standard approaches.
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 The second work investigates about the improved identification
of objects with respect to the prediction of region in online VS
system using improved identification of objects depending on RFSBMA approach. Here, a least mean estimator approach was
deployed and thus, the intermittent full search motion estimator
logic was defined for attaining the foreground moving substances
from the video sequences, which was captured from a rotating
sensor. From the simulation results it was obvious that, this
approach achieves accurate detection rate in case of authentic
moving object, thus minimizes the redundant information by
eradicating the unnecessary background information. Thereby
increasing the compression level and making suitable for real
time application.
 The third work inspects about the consequence of using energy
interpolated template coding for the identification of objects in
case of compressing the video in traffic surveillance applications.
Here, the dynamic assortment of templates was attained
depending on the energy interpolation of consecutive frame
information over some instant of time, rather than only two
consecutive frames information. Thus, a coherent histogram
approach was also implemented in order to create a precise
template to attain enhancement in compression technique. From
the experimental results it was clear that, this proposed approach
attains enhanced reduction in processing time when compared
with the other traditional approaches without affecting the quality
of received data.
 The fourth work scrutinizes about the diffusion of information
through the wireless media and leads to the progressive
streaming of video information for the traffic surveillance. Here,
during the streaming of video, high quality was maintained in
spite of the compressed transmission of information. This leads
to the implementation of a novel dual metric traffic control
method, in which both the metrics such as traffic in data and
deformation were considered. Thus, it mainly depends on the
enhanced SSIM approach in which it was integrated with the rate
of allocation approach which then, serves as a function. The
experimental results show that, the performance of the developed
method was analyzedin terms of video quality and data
throughput in comparison with the existingtechniques. This
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ensures the employability of the approach for edge computing in
smart city infrastructure.
7.2 MAIN FINDINGS

 In moving object detection with statistical method, the
performance measures of the proposed methodology was
estimated in terms of positive measures such as accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity and precision. The performance of the
implemented methodology in terms of negative measures
denotes that, the False Positive Rate (FPR) of the suggested
scheme was 89.47% better than conventional approach and on
considering False Discovery Rate (FDR), the adopted scheme
was 37.14% superior to the traditional scheme. Thus the
enhanced computation of the proposed approach has been
validated successfully.
 In the enhanced object detection based on R-FSBMA, the
redundant coefficients of the proposed scheme for mean filter,
median filter and LMS filter was 42.1%, 47.37% and 47.37%
better than FSBMA schemes. In addition, the motion element
detection for mean filter, median filter and LMS filter was
47.37%, 48.65% and 39.47% superior to FSBMA techniques.
 In template coding based object detection, the computation
time, data overhead, motion element detected, MSE, PSNR,
redundant coefficients and SSIM were computed in terms of
various observations. The computational time of the proposed
EI-HIST at first observation was 82.85% better than TMP and
70% better than HIST approaches. Similarly, the data overhead
at first observation was 67.27% superior to TMP and 60%
superior to HIST scheme.
 In data diffusion through wireless media, it was found our
proposed DMTC have better throughput, route overhead,
allocated data rate and e2e delay than SSIM-RDO, FC (DMTC
without channel noise) scheme.
7.3 FUTURE SCOPE

The future scope of this research work for the effective and
efficient detection of moving objects and streaming of video
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information in VS system using motion estimation approaches is
enlisted as follows,












In case of robotic or automated vehicle support system, there
arises a continuous variation in the background with respect to
the motion of camera, which leads to the functioning of various
enhanced and adaptive segmentation approaches.
Computations based on nature inspired algorithms, such as
genetic one, can be developed for MV estimation for better
performance.
In case of non-static camera, a template dependent
segmentation approach can be deployed in combination with
the other tracking approaches.
It would be considered idyllic, if the system can automatically
update its model with less manual supervision. Thus, several
self-updating and learning algorithms can be used to benefit the
system.
An enhancement in ‘speed of computation’ for ‘block search’
scheme could be achieved by executing the controller with
respect to the benefits of the imminent tendencies in
multiprocessor system, thereby making more suitable for edge
computing.
The background modelling and foreground object identification
component can be investigated through fuzzy models, which
offers a good potential.
An enhancement in our proposed steaming of video sequence
approach could be achieved for H.265 codec system.
Since last few decades an important network research area has
been quality of service (QoS) support, specifically throughput
and end to end delay. We believe, still this is an open problem
for time variant wireless channel.
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